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AB TRA T 

Thi stud ught to in e tigate th u e of R lation hip Marketing trategy 

b upermarkets in airobi. A cr s- ection of up nnarkets under three 

cat gori · large medium and small ize, bas d on al s olum s ' r 

tudied. he objective of the tud was to as the attitude of managers 

toward relationship marketing to establish the relationship marketing 

practice adopted b upermarkets and to as es the relationship b tween the 

managers attitude and the relation hip marketing practises adopted. 

The fmdings how the managers of large up rmarkets have a highly 

positive attitude towards relation hip marketing and a good under tanding 

of the concept. Whil manag r of medium and small ize supermarkets 

have a fairly positiv attitude, and an average understanding of the concept. 

The managers und rstanding of the relationship-marketing concept has 

been found to influence the attitude held by manag r . The greater the 

understanding of the concept and its strategic benefit, the more po itive the 

attitude and the great r the number of relationship marketing practi e 

adopted. 

The findings also show the r lationship marketing practis s adopted by 

supermarkets are fairly imilar with most involving interaction and 

communication with regular cu tomers and provision of price incentives to 

the r gular customer . 

The results further reveal a highly positive correlation between the 

manager attitude and the relation hip marketing practises adopted. Further 
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re arch h w er i needed to det rmine the intervening ariabl that affect 
the adoption of a r lation hip marketing trat g ' t determine whether the 
manag rs' attitude ar dep ndant on the iz of th up rmarket, and to 
identify the attitude of cu tomer to ard r lation hip marketing. 
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HAPTERONE 

I T OD TIO 

1.1 Background 

In 1983 Levit predicted that the futur would be marked by inten e business 

relationships in all areas of marketing of frequently purchased consumer goods. 

For far too long research rs and busin smen have concentrated far more on bow 

to attract customer to products and services than on how to retain them. 

ccording to Berry and Gresham 1986) it i crucial that marketing be thought of 

in terms of having cu tomers and not merely acquiring customers as fierce 

competition re hap s the r tailing environment. 

ccording to Masese (200 1) merchandise content is an important competitive 

strategy with both variety and assortment pulling in customers. The two large 

supermarket chains Uchumi amd Nakumatt, use this strategy. To enhance ultimate 

customer satisfaction sup rmarkets have made great efforts to provide different 

types of merchandise from different manufacturers variety and assortment. 

Economic Liberalization and the formation of regional groupings Preferential 

rade Area PTA), Ea t African Community AC , and ommon Market of 

astern and outbem African Countries (COMESA) has made thi po ible. By 

enabling all upermarkets in Kenya to ha e acce s to multiple sources of 

merchandi e from diffi rent manufacturers within the economic regions 

competition has increased considerably. 



omp ting upermarket h wev r till tend to o er the arne merchandi e 

acquired from the arne end rs and th y often l k more alik than differ nt. 

cc rding to Berry and 

dif er ntiating them el e bas don merchandi e election only. Yet upermarkets 

can benefit by achieving distinctivene in way important to their target market 

hence providing competitive advantage. Odekerken-Schroder 200 I also n te 

that retailer are still competing with each other on the basi of the same or highly 

comparable marketing tactics and strategie . Typically, tores offer comparable 

merchandise copy competitor ' price promotions and treat customers well in terms 

of ervice offered Berry and Gresham 1986; Davis 1997). Apart from 

experiences related to merchandise however store experience influence customer 

in evaluating ervice quality in a retail etting (Westbrook 1981 . 

In the traditional approach to marketing the marketing mix -product price place, 

promotion - is recognized as the most important aspect of competition. 

Relationship marketing approach on the other hand recognizes that other than the 

marketing mix competition is dependant on the development and execution of 

good customer relationships Gronroo , 1990 . A relationship marketing strategy is 

alue enhancing thus creating a competitive advantage over a traditional marketing 

trategy that i transaction based. 

Ro enberg and Czepiel 1984 note that as force reshape the environment in 

which con umer marketing operates customer retention through the development 

of relationships i taking on a greater importance. [n the past consumer marketing 

efforts have been geared toward attracting a str am of new customers with efforts 

towards customer retention being neglected. Yet research shows that marketing 

costs per unit sales are typically lower for existing customers than for customer 
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prospect Berry and Gr ham, 1986 . ' It is easi r to e pand ale fr m an alr ady 

Joyal cu torn r base than to con rt non-shopper ' eblan~ 1981 ) h nee th need 

for tablishing relationship with i ting cu torn r and marketing trategie 

dir cted at them. In retailing custom r relati nship marketing targ ts a set of 

r gular cust mer and the relationship marketing tactics hav most often been part 

of an overall r lationship strategy that i app1ied imilarly to all th regular 

customer . 

0 er the years marketer have treated their prospects and customers as a mass. 

These customers and prospects however no longer wish to be treated en-masse, but 

instead wish to be treated as indi iduals, leading to a marketing strategy 

revolution. This has necessitated a paradigm shift in strategic thinking among 

many marketing circles tacey 1983 . In the current retail environment, 

relationship marketing tactics play a predominant role because of the increased 

importance consumers attach to relational properties of their interactions with 

retailers rosby et al 1990· Dorsch Swanson and KelJey 1998). Customers are no 

longer looking for goods and services only but for a much more holistic service. 

According to Berry (2001 today ' s shoppers want the total customer experience: 

superior solutions to their needs resp ct an emotional connection, fair prices, and 

convenience. As a resuJt a refocusing of traditional marketing with a greater 

emphasi being placed upon the creation of cu tomer value has become neces ary 

(Gronroos 1996). 

According to Anton 1996 customer alue is created when a supplier has a 

positive effect on the customer' s business or, in the case of end u ers their 

personal satisfaction. The greater the level of customer satisfaction with the 

relationship - not just the product or service - the greater the likelihood that the 
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customer will tay ith th uppli r. u tomer ret nti nand profitability are 

direct) related and th 1 nger th cu tom r ta ith the suppli r th higher th 

Likelihood they will place gr ater am unt ofbusine vent the point of ingle 

ourcing. Retained cu tomers al o co t less to service and are less likely to be 

motivated solely by pric . Bing to xisting customer has been proved to be 

more co t- ffecti than the co t of earching for new one (Hartley et al. 1995· 

Jackso~ 1985 . Relationship marketing has therefore emerged to n ure existing 

customer are retained for future profitability. 

According to Gane an 1994 a r lationship marketing approach entails building a 

long-term relationship between a buyer and a se11er where both sides trust that 

over time the benefits achieved by both will be equal. Therefore th benefits 

acrneved by either in any individual transaction does not have to be equal becau e 

both ide trust that many future equalizing transaction will take place. 

Establishing a relationship with a customer therefore involves both attracting the 

customer and building the relationship with that customer so that the economic 

goals of that relationship are achieved. 

In 1990 Gronroos formulated the following relationship-focu ed defmition of 

marketing: Marketing is to establish maintain enhance relationships with 

customer and other partner at a profit so that the objectives of th parties 

involved are met. Thi is achieved by mutual exchange and fulfilment of promi es. 

uch relation hip are usually but not necessarily always long-term. Kotler 1998) 

on the other hand defin s relationship marketing as the practice of building long

tenn satisfying relations with key parties-customers suppliers, distributors-in order 

to retain their long-term preference and business. 
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1.2 tatement of the problem 

During the 1990 relati n hip trat gie gained ne importance as customer 

b came mor d manding and c mp tition becam more inten e. A a r ult of thi 

incr asingl c mpetiti e business nvir nment wher cu tomer and ale must be 

fought for relation hip marketing has become an integral factor in many 

comparue trategie and marketing efforts. Competition has increa ed due to 

similar offering in product/ ervices, and technological advancem nt due to 

Jib raJization and the changing demands of cu tomers. This has called for 

differ ntiation in servic for competitive advantage, hence the growth in 

importance of relation hip marketing as a comp titive trategy. 

AJthough, much research has been conducted in the dev loped world on the 

concept of relationship marketing strategy particularly in industrial services 

distribution and chann I markets, little re earch has been conducted in the 

consumer and retail markets. In Kenya, only one research study has been 

conducted on relationship marketing strategy as a whole. In 1999 huo sort to 

establi h the state of the understanding and practise of the relation hip marketing 

strategy in the banking ector. The re earcher however has not come aero s any 

study on relationship marketing in the supermarket retail sector yet no retailer 

today can afford to be complac nt becaus of previous success s or rosy 

prediction about the future (Berry 2001 ). Indeed according to But cher (1998 

cu tomer ati faction with a product/service offer i not on its own a guarantee of 

cu tomer loyalty and customer retention. It take an extra effort to create true 

loyalty bene the importance of relationship marketing. 
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Thi tudy aims to ans r the u tion : 

V hat i the attitude of managers of upermarkets toward the Relationship 

Marketing concept, and what· the practice of relation hip marketing 

trategy in tbi ector? 

1.3 Objective of the tudy 

1 . o a e the attitude of manager toward relationship marketing. 

2. To establish the relationship marketing practice adopted by upermarkets. 

3. To a es the relationship b tween the manager attitude and the 

relation hip marketing practises adopted. 

1.4 Importance of the study 

It is hoped this study will help the following groups of people: 

• Marketing practitioner : the study will enhance their understanding of 

relationship marketing trategy in a retail setting and how to operationalize 

it. 

• Academic fraternity: It will add knowledge to the fields of marketing and 

strategic management, where minimal research has been carried out on the 

relationship marketing concept in a retail setting. 

• Re earchers: Being a pioneer study it will give the researchers an insight on 

areas for further research and studies. 

• upermarket owners: the study will provide supermarkets with a basis for 

benchmarking on common practice in relationship marketing that are 

currently in u e in the sector. 

• ustomer /consumers: the tudy will educate them on the fact that long-term 

relationships where both parties over time learn to be t interact with each 

other lead to decreasing relationship costs for the customer. And that a 

mutually satisfactory relationship makes it possible for the customer to avoid 

significant transaction costs. 
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H PT RTWO 

Ll E T RE REVIEW 

2.1 trategy 

Pearce and Robinson 1 9 7 defme trategy as an organization s large- cale 

futur -oriented plans for interacting with th competitive en ironment to optimise 

achi vement of organization obj ctives. While John on and choles 1998) define 

trategy as the direction and scope of an organisation over the long-term: which 

achieves advantage for the organi ation through its configuration of resource 

within a changing en ironment to meet the needs of markets and to fulfil 

stakeholder expectation . 

2.2 Supermarket 

There is no precise defmition of a supermarket as different authors defining it in 

different ways. Kotler 1998) defmes a supermarket as a relatively large low-cost, 

low margin high-volume self-service operation designed to serve the consumer's 

total needs for food laundry and household maintenance product . Kibera and 

Waruinge 1998) similarly define a supermarket as a large-scale retailing 

institution with several departments and operating primarily on a self-service basis. 

According to them a typical supermarket has a department for meat bakery 

products health products household utensils and tools. 

2.3 Relationship marketing: A new paradigm of marketing 

Marketing as it is practiced today was introduced around the 1960, and the 

concept of the marketing mix and the four P s of marketing-product, price, place 

and promotion-began to appear in marketing literature. And for almost forty years 
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smc its introduction the marketing mi paradigm has dominated mark ting 

thought, re ar h and practice. owe r thi paradigm i b ginning to I se it 

position as ne~ approach em rge in marketing re earch. h globalisation of 

business and th e olving recognition of the imp rtance of cu tomer retention and 

market econ mie and of cu tom r relationship economics among oth r trend 

r inforce th chang in mainstream marketing ( romoos 1997). Relationship 

marketing is one leading new approach to mark ting that several author have 

heralded as a new paradigm of marketing ressey and Mathews 2000· Gronroos 

1994· Coviello et al. , 1998· and Brodie et al. , 1997) and particularly in consumer 

markets where it is considered to be a completely new phenomenon Sheth and 

Parvatiyar 1995 . 

According to Ravald and ronroo (I 996): 

The focus is shifting from the activity of attracting customers to activities 

which concern having cu tomers and taking care of them. The core of 

relationship marketing is relations a maintenance of relations between the 

company and the actors in its environment, i.e. supplier , market 

intermediaries the public and of course customers as the most important 

actor. The idea is fir t and foremost to create customer loyalty so that a 

stable mutually profitable and long-term relationship is enhanced'. p 19. 

Over the last[! w decades ' studies in marketing show that the nature of 

interrelation with custom rs is changing with the emphasis moving from a 

transaction to a relationship focu . Customers become partners and the firm must 

mak long-t rm commitments to maintaining those relationships with quality 

service and innovation Webster 1992 . The changes in the two focuses are 

characterized as follows: 
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Transaction marketing 

• Focus on ingle sal 

• Orientation n product fi ature 

• Short time-seal 

• Little emphasis on u tomer commitment 

• Moderate custom r contact 

• Quality is primarily a concern of production 

Relationship marketing 

• Focus on customer retention 

• Orientation on product benefits 

• Long time-scale 

• Hjgh customer service emphasis 

• High customer commitment 

• High customer contact 

• Quality is the concern of all (Christopher et al 1991) 

Pressey and Mathews 2000) give seven indicators of relationship marketing: 

• A high level of trust between parties. 

• A high le el of commitment between both parties. 

• A long time horizon (or length of relationship). 

• Op n communication channels between both parties, with information 

exchanged between both parties. 

• Having customers, best intere tat heart. 

• A commitment to quality for both parties. 

• An attempt to favourably Jock-in or retain the customer. 
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numb r f authors ha pr po ed that cu tom r ary in th ir relation hip with 

a ftrm on a continuum from tran acti nal to highl relational bonds wyer et al 

1 87: Ja ks n 1985 . And th r r organizati n may need to pur u both 

transactional and relational mark ting imultaneou ly because not all customer 

v ant the am working relation hip. This m an customers need to be segment d 

according t their need and profitability. 

Relationship marketing has a trong theoretical basis in industrial and channel 

marketing. R lational bonds however create benefit in bu iness as well as 

consumer environments (Dwyer, hurr and Oh 1987· Christy Oliver and Penn 

1996· heth and Parvatiyar 1995 . In industrial marketing, services marketing, 

managing distribution channels and even consumer packaged goods marketing 

itself, a shift is clearly taking place from marketing to anonymous rna ses of 

cu tomers to developing and managing relation hips with more or le s well-known 

or at least omehow identified custom rs (Gronroos, 1997). It is evident therefore, 

that even though much of the theory on relationship marketing is drawn from 

buyer-supplier research and has been developed in business-to-business context 

Pressey Matthews 2000· Dwyer et al. , 1987· Wil on 1995; Hunt and Morgan, 

1994 , both business marketing and consumer marketing benefit from attention to 

conditions that fo ter relational bonds leading to reliable repeat business (Arndt, 

1979· Pre sey and Mathews, 2000 . 

Although, the importanc of relation hip marketing has been recognized by many 

academic and practitioners (Berry 1995· Goff et al. 1 997), systematic research in 

a consumer en ironment i lacking Beatty et al. 1996 . According to Ravald and 

Gronroo 1996) buyer-seller relationships in the conswner market are rather 

neglected and they therefore constitute a very interesting area for research. They 
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ho v r do n te that th tmp rtance of relation hip building i advancing into the 

\ orld of on umer go d mark ting, >v her th e i ten e f mas mark t without 

any dir ct c ntac forth ftrm ca uniqu chall nge . In the e markets mar et 

mmunication i a c ntral mean of reaching custom r and the focus on 

r lation hip building lead to an intere tin emphasizing dialogues and creating for 

e ampl ad erti ing campaign that facilitat variou type of dialogue with 

customer . ong-t rm relationships with customers are built through direct 

marketing and ad ertising programmes. 

The development of a database i crucial in r lationsrup marketing. Database 

information on exi ting customer i u ed to develop marketing communication 

that targets specific cu tomers and to develop all other marketing campaign . 

Relationship mark ting tarts when a company e tablishes contact with a new 

customer. After which con tant contact must be maintained as customer needs 

change through their lives. This regular quality cu tomer contact with information 

that reflects customer ' needs is then used to build long-lasting relationships with 

the customers. 

2.4 Levels of relationship marketing 

In general, literature di tinguisbe among three levels of relationship marketing 

(Berry 1995 . A first level that relie on pricing incentive to secure customer 

lo alty hich is con idered to be the weake t level of relationship marketing 

because competitor can easily imitate price. At this level marketers also provide 

tangible rewards as a means of appreciating customers such as frequent flyer 

miles cu tomer loyalty bonuses free gifts and per onalized cents-off coupons, 

points earned on such things as hotel stays, movie tickets and car washes. These 
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r wards h lp cu tamer remain l yal r gardl s of ervice enhancem nt or price 

promotions f competitors et r on, 1995: harp and harp 1997: e Wulf. 

200 1 

ecood 1 el of relation hip mark ting ocu e on the ocial aspects of a 

r lationsrup which are characterised b regularly communicating with consumer 

or refi rring to their names during encounter . Level two marketing tactics include 

for example: 

• Direct mail. Retailers keep their regular customer informed through direct 

mail. This communication target specific groups of customers such as 

regular customer as oppo ed to non-regular customers. Different authors 

have recognised that frequent buyer- eller communication increases the 

probability of discovering behaviours that generate rewards· enhances the 

prediction of behaviour of the other party and clarifies each others' roles· 

leads to the discovery of imilarities· and encourages feelings of trust, 

special status and cJoseness DeWulf, 2001 · Dwyer et at, 1987· Morgan 

and Hunt 1994 . 

• Preferential treatment. Preferential treatment refers to situations where a 

retailer treats and serves regular customers better than non-regular customers 

(DeWulf, 2001). According to Sheth and Partiyar 1995) consumer focus 

and consumer selectivity are implicit in the idea of relationship marketing. 

They recognize that all consumers do not need to be served in the same way. 

In fact by not differentiating customer companie waste re ources in 

oversatisfying les profitable customers while undersatisfying more 

valuable, loyal customers e Wulf 2001). One of a person's basic human 

need j to feel important and distinctive treatment enables a seller to address 

this need (Peterson 1995 . 
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• Interpersonal communication. When a r tailer interact with it r gular 

cu tome in a ann and p r onal way interpersonal c mmunication i aid 

to tak place. lnterper onal c mmunication differs from prefer ntial 

treatment in that it refers to the per onal touch in communication betwe n a 

store and its customer while preferential treatment emphasizes that regular 

customer receive a higher ervice level than non-regular customers e 

Wulf 2001 . Given that relationship are inherently ocial proces 

p r onal e changes between con umers and retailer are important in 

influencing relation hip outcomes (Beatty et al, 1996 . The social interaction 

afforded by shopping has ven been suggested to b the prime moti ator for 

consumers to visit retail establishments. orne of the social relationshjp 

benefits recei ed by consumer are feelings of familiarity friendship and 

social support erry, 1995 · personal recognition and use of a cu tomer 's 

name; knowing the customer as a person; engaging in friendly conversation ; 

and exrubiting warmth De Wulf 200 I). 

Level three relationship marketing, offers structural solutions to customer 

problems. At this level the olution to the customer problem is de igned into the 

service-deliv ry system and therefore does not depend on the relationship-building 

kills. 

2.5 Cu tomer loyalty and retention 

The primary goal of r lationship marketing i to build and maintain a base of 

committed customers who are profitable for the organization. To achieve this goal, 

a firm focuse on the attraction retention and enhancement of customer 

relationships. Relationship marketing recognize that it is more profitable to retain 
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and grow b m s with e i ting u tomer than to k ep winning ne 

th refore ha cu tom r r t nti n i its main objecti e. 

The fundamental is ue in r lation hip marketing are therefore cu tomer loyalty 

and cu tom r retention hri topher et al. 1991· Pre ey and Mathew 2000 . 

Relation hip marketing aims ate tabli bing loyalty among customer hence 

retaining their patronage. Building a highly loyal customer base however cannot 

be done as an add-on it must be integral to a company s basic busines trategy 

(Reichhel<L 1993 . 

Bagozzi (1995 argued that consumers demonstrat loyalty to certain Hers in 

reciprocation of these ellers inve tments in the relationship. DeWulf et al 2001) 

in a study on investment in consumer relationship confirmed that perceived 

relationsrup .inve tment plays an important role in determining relationship quality 

and ultimately on behavioural loyalty. Secondly, interpersonal communication was 

found to be a dominant determinant of perceived relationship investment. Direct 

mail and tangible rewards gave mixed evidence as to their positive effects on 

perceived relationship investment> while preferential treatment revealed a non-

ignificant relation hip with perceived relationship investment in ahnost all cases. 

From the study they also found that customer characteristics influence the 

effectiveness of relationship marketing investments. 

To build customer loyalty companies try to improve customer satisfaction which 

trengthens bonds, by adding more value to the core product the product quality is 

improved, supporting service are included into the offering and so on). According 

to Ravald and Gronroos 1996 customer satisfaction is one of the most important 

criteria for customer loyalty. Customer satisfaction indicates how well a product 
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use expenenc c mpar to the buy r value pectation . And up n r cu t mer 

vaJu r ult fr m a ery a ourable u e e perience compar d to p ctati n and 

the alue e p ctati n f omp titor ravens 2 00 . ustomer loyalty through 

one-on-one cu tomer relationship i one of the mo t important real a et with 

measurable long-term alue for both large and mall companies Anton, 1996). 

umerou different forms of customer loyalty programmes have deve.loped from 

the efforts of countle s companies institutions and non-profit organizations to 

retain custom rs. These lo alty chemes include: 

• Customer club 

• Book and music club 

• Fan or user clubs 

• Consumer clubs, · 

• Bonus and frequency programmes 

• Discount club 

• W arehou e clubs 

• Points accumulated on value of purchases bought with a credit card. 

• Training programmes 

• Client seminars 

• Frequent customer communications (Butcher, 1998). 

• Relationship pricing for example frequent flyer programmes reduced 

instalment and mortgage loan rates in return for current and savings account 

busine and reduced tuition for each additional family member enrolling 

Berry 1983 . 
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Butcher 1998 further note that an effective cu tomer I alty programme offer 

real perceived alue vi loyalty from a long-t rm per pecti e make co t-

b nefit calculati ns to measure th financial ffect of the lo alty programme 

in ol es tb ntire company in th programme integrates the programme well into 

current mark ting plans and the c rporate culture and ets goal who e 

achievement are measurable. 

According to Hawkins et al 2001 committed customer , in a retail setting, are 

developed by understanding customer de ires at every stage of the shopping 

process from retail advertisement through to disposition of the products. At every 

stage the retailer needs to move cu tomers beyond satisfaction through delight and 

to affection. For example at an appliance retail store this was achieved as follows: 

• Sati ifaction. ourteous, knowledgeable salespeople speed and efficiency in 

completing transaction, and credit. 

• Delight. ales associates with electroruc notepad to scan UPC' s disclosing 

complete product information, chocolate covered silver dollar thank-you 

candies, recycled paper package in the right colour special order gladly 

taken. 

• Affection. Individual birthday sales, database on individual buying patterns 

and requirements, di counts and awards instantly given based on past 

purchases, thank-you cards and gift certificates in the mail. 

One of the mo t popular Relationship Marketing to 1 used by upermarkets is the 

loyalty card. Loyalty cards have been used successfully by many chain tores: 

Te co, Boots, WHSmith, Homebase British Home Store (BH ) among others in 

Europe. One of the benefits to the stores of these cards is the collection of 

information on customers shopping habits. This information is then used to tailor 
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promotional programs to pecifi profitable cu tomers. In r c nt year , th e m

stor lo alty card chem ha e be n promoted and iewed as a method of 

achie ing real differentiation and c mpetiti e advantage (Topham, 1996). 

ther customer lo alty cheme us d by upermarkets include mon y-off 

vouchers, special offer for regular customer which can also be incorporated into 

the loyalty card scheme and a hotline number to call in the event of a problem. 

According to Wright et al. 1998 the aim of these scheme has been to establish 

Jong-term relationships between the retailer and the customer-creating a sense of 

belonging . 

lndeed rewards build cu tomer loyalty. In so doing a company seeks to share 

alue with cu tomers in proportion to the value the customer's loyalty create for 

the company. Studies show that customers prefer rewards programs with cash 

value relevance choice, aspirational value and convenience. For value sharing to 

be effective a company must keep in mind: 

• All customer are not created equal. 

• V alu created must e ceed cost of value delivered. 

• Customer behaviour should drive value sharing. 

• Long-term perspective is critical. 

• Offer must target attractive cu tomers (O 'Brien and Jones (1995) .. 

According to Linton and Morley (1995 integrating strategic sales promotions with 

relationship marketing programmes aids in building customer loyalty. A strategic 

ales promotion campaign operates in a number of ways: 

• Offering cu tomer special services that support core products. 
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• Re" arding exi ting cu tomer for r newal and repeat bu ine 

• U ing trategic promotion t reactivate lap d accounts. 

• Offering high quality incentiv to support the marketing of high r value 

products. 

• tructuring to suit different customer p nding levels. 

When strategic incentive programmes are integrated with relationship marketing 

programme and customer promotional activitie , customer retention is achieved. 

However customer retention is not enough some long-lasting relationships where 

the customers are obviously satisfied with what they get, are not profitable even in 

the long run, as demon trated in a study in the banking industry (Gronroos 1997). 

egmentation based on customer relationship profitability analy is is therefore a 

prerequisite for customer retention decisions. 

2.6 tore loyalty 

tore loyalty is regarded as the conscious buying behaviour of a consumer 

expressed over time with respect to one store out of a set of stores and which is 

driven by commitment to this store. Jacoby and Chestnut, 1978). Store 

commitment is defined as a consumer s enduring desire to maintain a relationship 

with a store (Macintosh and Lockshin 1997). Store loyalty is important in ensuring 

repeat visits and consequently repeat purchases. Emerging opinions in the retail 

nvironment uggest that product and ervice attributes are no longer sufficient to 

create a competitive advantage. Therefore, in markets where retailers offer similar 

high levels of product or service quality, focusing on complementary quality 

dimensions is an important means of gaining competitive advantage (Berry, 1995· 
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winner et al., 1998 . tore mu t th refor add to the product! ervice ffering in 

order to build commitm nt and lo alty to the tore. 

2.7 Succes factors in relation hip marketing 

ommitment and tru t are th key ucce s factors in any relationship unt and 

Morgan 1994, Dwyer et a1 1987 . ommitment is an indicator of tability and 

succes in a r lationship and is essential for a Jong-term relationship (Beaton and 

B aton, 1995 · Russbult and Buunk, 1993 ). imilarly all relationships require trust 

in-order to develop canzoni 1979· Ring and Van de Van 1992). In a study 

conducted by Gabarino and Johnson (1999 in a consumer environment in which 

customers receive highly similar ervices, the future intentions of low relational 

customer was found to be dri en by overall satisfaction, whereas the future 

intentions of the highly relational customers was found to be driven by trust and 

commitment. 

Commitment has been defined as an enduring desire to maintain a valued 

relationship. According to Haw kin et al 200 I 'committed customers have 

rea onably strong emotional attachment to the product or fmn. Generating 

committed customers requires that the firm consistently meet or exceed customer 

expectations. Further, customers must believe that the firm is treating them fairly 

and is to some extent at least concerned about their we11-being. 'To achjeve this a 

cu tomer-focused attitude is required in the firm, which is then translated into 

action that meet customers' needs. Abramson and Ai 1998 found that 

establi bing a sense that a relationship will provide mutual benefits to both the 

buyer and the seller is of greatest importance in establishing an effective buyer

seller relationship. This means building a personal relationship that extends beyond 
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a simple bu in s nn cti n, by tabli bing what each oth r' s need wer , and 

th n allowing man opp rtuni.ti to di cu s ho both ide ill benefit each oth r. 

rust i defin d as a willingn s tor lyon an exchange partner in whom one has 

confidence arbarino and Johnson 1999 . An e pectation of trustworthine s then 

re ults from the ability to perform (expertise , r liability and intentionality. 

Morgan and Hunt 1994) define trust as perception of confidence in the exchange 

partners reliability and integrity. A successful buyer-seller relationship is 

dependent on the ability to build trust within the relationship. Trust is built when 

reliability is establi bed through many dealings, and competence is demonstrated 

through fulfilment of contracts. Hence confidence and reliab1Jity are important if 

trust is to be e tablished. 

2.8 Relationship marketing as a value-adding strategy 

A relationship marketing strategy moves from the traditional marketing strategy 

that treats prospects and customers as a mass to a strategy that treat them as 

individuals. This require a paradigm shift in strategic thinking in that it requires a 

look at the marketing univer e from the inside out rather than from the outside in. 

It recognize there is a mass market out there, but there is need to look inside to a 

firm's prospects and customers in order to accurately target the firm's prospects 

turn a ale and generate loyalty (Stacey 1993 . . 

The foundation of any relationship strategy is delivery of alue to th customer. 

Relationship marketing strategy therefore requires an understanding of what 

cu tomers value or might value, and at what price. The aim being to position the 

firm in the market in uch a way as to attract and keep customers. This positioning 

gives the firm an advantage relative to its competitors Christopher et al 1997). 
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According to Ravald and Gr nr o 1996 the value added to a core product i an 

important constituent of r lati nship marketing and the ability of a company t 

pr vide superior alue to it cu tom r is one f the most succe ful comp titive 

strategie for the 1990 s. This abili has become a mean of differentiation and 

sustainable competitive advantage. A combination of a superior product with a 

upcrior service package provide th ultimate sourc of ustainable competitive 

advantage. 

Ravald and Gronroos (1996) propose that for any company to provide competitive 

value to its customers it needs to gain a thorough understanding of its customer ' 

needs and the activities, which constitute the customer's value chain. They further 

tate that if this i not done, the task of providing the right value to the right 

cu tomer becomes difficult, and the chances of winning the battle for customer 

loyalty is greatly reduced. Therefore no matter how unique an offering might be it 

might turn out to be a waste of money and time if it does not fit beneficially into 

the activities, sequence and links in the customer value chain. 

In relationship marketing value-adding strategies seek to meet the needs of 

customers by adding extras" to the core technical products or supporting services 

to the core solution so that the total value of the offering i increased. Some of the 

most important components or benefits that enhance customer-perceived value in a 

long-term relation hip are safety credibility security and continuity. These 

tog ther increase the trust for the supplier and thereby support and encourage 

customer loyalty. The benefits to the customer are therefore increased by adding 

something to the core product something that the customer perceives as important, 

beneficial and of unique value. In a retail marketing setting for example, 
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di appearanc of pr du ts from h 1 e doe not build tru t. The company fail to 

meet an unspoken commitment to meet the customer ne ds and want leading to 

e, tra, often unnece ary c or ps chological co ts. he ultimat aim of adding 

more value t the core product i to enhance customer loyalty. 

The alue pr vided to customer also increased by providing reducing the 

cu tomer perceived acrifice. Value-adding strategie that add value to an offering 

b reducing the customer-perceived sacrifice, include for example: lowering actual 

prices, increasing the convenienc of a purchase through express counters 

deliveries to customers, improved availability through changing the opening hours 

or introduction of call-back- ervices (Ravald and Gronroos, 1996 . 

2.9 Developing a relationship marketing strategy 

According to Hawkins et al 2001 relationship marketing has five key elements: 

1. Developing a core service or product around which to build a customer 

relationship. 

2. Customizing the relationship to the individual cu tomer. 

3. Augmenting the core service or product with extra benefits. 

4. Pricing in a manner to encourage loyalty. 

5. Marketing to employees so that they will perform for customer . 

relationship marketing strategy must therefore take into consideratio·n these key 

elements. 

Christopher t al 1991 suggest the following steps in the development of a 

relationship trategy: 

• Fonnulation of a mission statement or purpose tatement. 
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• A trat gic re i ' which inv lve an audit of relationship markets and an 

indu try analy i of both customer and comp tition. 

• An internal anal is of the fmn. 

• The formulation of a trategy based on deci ions about how and where to 

comp te in th market place involving the development of plans aimed at 

both the external and internal markets. 

• Implementation of the relationship strategy upported by a service-quality 

management ystem. 

According to Levit ( 1983) to effecti ely manage relationships managers must meet 

four requirements: 

1. Awareness. Understand both the problem and the opportunity areas. 

2. Assessment. Determine where the company now stands, especially in term 

of the desired results. 

3. Accountability. E tablish regular reporting on individual relationships, and 

then on group relationships, so that these can be weighed against other 

measures of performance. 

4. Actions. Make decisions and allocations and establish routines and 

communications on the basis of their impact on the targeted relationships. 

Constantly reinforce awarenes and action. 

Table l highlights orne components that should be focussed on in the process 

of establishing an effective relationship marketing strategy. 
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T LE 1: The main components of a relationship marketing trategy 

I . egmentation: D elopment and maintenance of cu om cluster segmentation ystem . 

2. Profiling: Exploratory data analysis for information di covery. 

3. Modeling: De elopment of predictive models for customer acquisition and management. 

4. Valuation: Calculation of cu tomer profitability and lifetime alue. 

5. Marketing audits: Review of marketing plans to determine appropriate role of data base 

marketing. 

6. trategy development: Creation of strategic plans for relationship building programs. 

7. Customer management plans: De elopment of action plans with contact stream, 

program recommendations, timetables and budgets. 

8. Marketing information sy terns consuJting: busine s requirements analyses. 

9. Software Development: Creation development and support of custom software 

applications. 

10. ystems integrators: Integration of Best breed" marketing and technology tools. 

J 1. Solutions providers: Development deployment and integration of marketing data 

warehousing applications. 

12. Data rna nagement: Creatio~ set-up and maintenance of customer and prospect 

databases. 

13. Web site development: Relationship strategies and interactive technologies. 

14. Telemarketing: Scripting and program management. 

15. Prospect management: lead generation and sales support systems. 

16. Customer development: program to increase loyalty and profitability. 

17. Interactive Direct marketing: Feedback driven customized communications 

( ource: http://www.Relationshipma rketing ... om/ ervice/body _ services.btm I) 
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2.10 Benefit of relation hip marketing 

Relation hip marketing make it pos ible for companies to und r tand their 

customer bett rover tim and in greater depth, making them better able to meet 

th ir customer changing n ed and expectations. By shifting focus from prospects 

only to existing customer companies are aved from falling into the trap of short

term promotion price di counts or catchy adds that bring customer in but are not 

enough to keep customer coming back. 

As previous} mentioned customer retention i directly related to profitability. 

Re ults of a tudy by Reichheld and Sasser 1990 show that across industries 

customer tend to spend more each year with a particular relationship partner than 

they did in the preceding period. videotly as consumers get to know a firm and 

are satisfied with the quality of its services relative to that of its competitors they 

tend to give more of their business to the firm. 

Retained customers cost less to service as maintenance costs usually drop over 

time. These customers are also less likely to be motivated solely by price. The 

marketing costs per unit of sales are typically lower for existing customers than for 

prospects (Berry, 1995). There are numerous costs associated with attracting new 

customers: advertising costs promotion costs, operating costs of setting up 

accounts and systems and time co ts of getting to know the customer. ometimes 

these initial co ts can even outweigh the revenue expected from the customers in 

the short term. A succe fuJ relationship marketing strategy develops satisfied, 

loyal customer who are likely to provide a firm with strong word-of-mouth 

endor ements. This form of advertising can be more effective than any paid 

advertising, and has the added advantage of reducing the cost of attracting new 

customers. 
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A table b of atisfied 1 yal custom rs makes it a ier for a fmn to retain its 

mploye . uman nature i uch that people like to work for companie wh e 

emplo ee ar happy and lo al. Th y find their job more atisfying and they are 

able to sp nd more time fo tering relationships than scrambling for new customer . 

Th customer are also more atisfi d and b come even better customers. As 

emplo ee stay long r with the frrm ervice quality improve and cost of turnover 

are reduced adding further to profits Zeithaml and Bitner, 1 996). 

In a relationship marketing strategy apart from the inherent benefits received from 

a product/ ervice customers also benefit from the long-term relationship in that 

such associations contribute to a sen e of well being and quality of life. In many 

cases the customers pre£ rences are met and services are tailored to meet their 

needs. implifying the decision-making proces also reduces the demands on the 

customer's time and money further improving their quality of life. In some 

instances the ervice provid r actually becomes part of the customer's social 

support sy tern (personal and/or work life) hence providing benefits above and 

beyond the technical benefits of the product/service provided Zeithaml and 

Bitner 1996 . 

2.11 Pitfalls 

lthough relationsrup marketing is in vogue, and managers talk about it, 

companies profess to do it in new and better ways, and academics extol it merits 

a closer look at relationships between companies and consumers show the 

existence of trouble. Unfortunately many companies tend to view relationship 

marketing from the point of view of the company whereby companies ask their 

customers for friendship loyalty and respect without too often giving their 
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fri ndship lo aJ and r spect in r tum oumier et aL 1998 . P ychologist 

Michael Argyle and Monica Hender on (1 9--) p int out that to maintain th ir 

cu tomer tru t and, hav the chan e to build the intimacy that re ults in truly 

rewarding partner hip companie n ed to provid motional support, re pect 

privacy and pr s rve confidences, and be tolerant of other friendships. However 

according to usan et al sometime companie unwittingly make their loyal 

cu tomers fe I di advantaged by their loyalty for xample when they are inundated 

with inappropriate corporate mailing . And ometirnes a company s preoccupation 

with its be t customers leaves other revenue generating customer feeling left out 

and under appreciated. 

2.12 ttitude 

Attitude is a concept that psychologist have evolved to deal with the organization 

of experience and behaviour. Attitudes are based on our own personal experience 

the influence of other people and our emotional reactions. Attitude is a 

hypothetical construct; it refers to something that cannot itself be directly 

observed evertheless attitudes can be inferred indirectly from their effects on 

behavioural actions such as judgements and choices which are directly 

observable. Although, attitude is a concept that has originated in social 

psychology it has gained importance in other fields such as management, 

marketing, and organizational behaviour. Researchers and practitioners of these 

disciplines have adopted many of the notions about attitude and their 

measurement fust popularised within social psychology (Rosenfeld et al, 1988). 

An attitude can form through classical conditioning, instrumental conditioning or 

thr ugh a complex cognitive process Solomon et al 1999). 
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P chologi define attitud s as relatively lasting organization of fi eling , 

belief! and haviour tendencie directed towards specific p r on , group idea 

or objects Baron and Byrne 1981 . The c nsumer beha iour cientists chiffman 

and Kanuk 2 00 define attitudes as pres ions of inner fe ling that reflect 

whether a per on is favourably or tmfavourably predispo ed to some object. 

imilarly, K tler 1998) a marketer, defmes an attitude as a person's enduring 

favourable or unfavourable evaluations emotional feelings and action tendencie 

toward some object or idea. An object is anything towards which one has an 

attitude whether it is tangible, such as a brand of vodka, a retail establishment, or 

intangible, uch as drunk driving, a service an idea or an is ue (Solomon et al 

1999· chiffman and Kanuk, 2000· and Kotler, 1998 . An attitude is lasting 

because it tends to endure over time and general because it applies to more than a 

momentary event. 

ince attitudes are an outcome of psychological processes, they are not directly 

observable and are therefore inferred from what people say or do chjffmann and 

Kanuk, 2000). According to Kotler 1998) attitudes are acquired through doing and 

learning. The e attitudes then put people into a frame of mind of liking or disliking 

an object, moving toward or away from it. They lead people to behave in a fairly 

consistent way toward similar objects, such that they do not have to interpret and 

react to every object in the same way. Attitudes economize on energy and thought 

and for that reason are very difficult to change. A person s attitudes settle into a 

con istent pattern, and to change a single attitude may require major adjustments in 

other attitudes. 

Attitude researchers have traditionally assumed that attitudes are formed in a 

predetermined sequence, consisting frrst of the formation of beliefs ( cogrutions 
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regarding an attitude obj c foUo ed by an evaluation of that object affect) and 

then orne action (beha iour). ocial p ychologi t describe an attitud in term of 

the e three components: 

Cognitive component f belief: opinions knowledg and information. 

An Affective c mponent of feeling sentiments moods and emotion . 

Behavioural compon nt of intention or predisposition to act (in tenns of income 

time (Baron and Byrne 1981 . 

The cognitive component consists of a person's cognitions, that is the knowledge 

and perceptions that are acquired by a combination of direct experience with an 

attitude object and related information from various sources. This knowledge and 

re ulting perception commonly take the form of beliefs that an attitude possesses 

arious attribute and that specific behaviour will lead to specific outcomes. 

The affective component consists of a person's feelings and emotions about an 

attitude object. The e feelings and emotions are frequently treated by consumer 

researchers as primarily evaluative in nature that is, they capture an individual s 

direct or global assessment of th attitude object. This is the extent to which the 

individual rates the attitude object as "favourable" or ' unfavourable," good ' or 

'bad . 

Lastly the behavioural or conative component is concerned with the likelihood or 

tendency that an individual wiiJ undertake a specific action or behave in a 

particular way with regard to the attitude object. In some interpretations the 

conative component may include the action itself. 
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fhe procedur and tool commonly used in attitude asse sment ar attitudnal 

urve and que tionnaires. he que tionnaires use everal attitude asses ment 

pr cedure : un tructured-undisgui ed technique unstructured-di gui ed 

techniques tructured-disgui d technique and structured-undisgui d t chnique . 

The structur d-undisgui ed te hnique repre ent the most widely u ed approach to 

them asurement of attitudes (Ro enfeld et al, 1988 . 

ccording to chiffman and Kanuk, 2000) in trying to understand the relationship 

between attitude and behaviour p ychologi ts have constructed model that 

capture the underlying dimensions of an attitude. Different theorists have different 

views about the nature definition) and structure of attitudes what components 

they have). 

2.13 Attitude odels 

Three-component Model 

In this model Rosenberg and Hovland (1960) gave the most comprehensive 

definition of attitude : "predisposition to respond to some stimuli with certain 

classes of response '. They specified three classes of response: 

• Affective: positive or negative feelings about the object 

• Cognitive: information and thoughts about the object 

• Behavioural: tendencies to act toward the object 

Unidimensional models 

These models ee one class of responses as the most important. They suggest the 

tenn attitude should be used to refer to a general, enduring positive or negative 

feeling about some person object or issue. Petty and acioppo 1981) stress the 

affective component of attitudes. Fishbein and Ajzen's (1975) expectancy-value 
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th affective character of attitude but trie to clari the 

relationship b tw en th affective, cognjtiv , and behavioural component . 

The Expectancy-Value ivlodel of Attitude I i hb in & Ajzen, 1976 

Central to the pectanc -V alu Model are the following b Ji fs: 

• A per on hold many beliefs about an attitude object· an object 

is seen as having many attribute 

• Associated with each attribute is an evaluative respon e (i.e. , an 

attitude 

• Through a learning process evaluative r ponses are associated 

with the attitude object 

• Learned evaluative response summate 

• On future occasions an attitude object will elicit this ummated 

evaluative response 

• An attitude is a function of a person's beliefs about an object 

and the evaluative responses 

The Expectancy-Value Model of Attitudes II (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1976) 

An attitude can be conceptualized by the following equation: 

• Ao=(bi ei) 

Ao = The attitude toward an object (o) 

bi = A belief about the object's attributes 

ei = The evaluation of an attribute 

• A belief is the subjectiv,e probability that an object bas a given 

attribute e.g. Bill linton is dishonest . A value .00 to 1.0) 

could be assigned to designate the degree to which the attitude 

object has a given attribute 
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• he evaluation is a rating of the attribute along om e aluative 

dim n ion e.g., good bad). or example you could rate 

di honesty on a scale ranging from 0 to I 0 

The Expectancy-Value Model of Attitudes III (Fishbein & Ajzen 1976) 

• One's attitude is a sum of the product of each belief time its 

evaluation 

• Beliefs are held in a hierarchy 

• An attitude is determined at any given time by the 5 to 9 most salient 

beliefs in one's belief hierarchy 

• Types of beliefs 

• Descriptive belief: Based on direct experience with the attitude 

object. Held with maximum confidence 

• Inferential belief Belief based on an inference process. [nfer a 

belief from other beliefs 

• Infonnational belief: Belief based on information from an 

outside source 

The expectancy-value theory suggests that people have different attitudes because 

they have different beliefs and/or intentions. A study by Plight et al (1982 

suggests however, that different beliefs and/or values are not the only factors that 

differ when people have different attitudes. Beliefs also differ in their importance. 

People may have very different attitudes on the basis of a small number of 

important beliefs. 
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Wh ther attitude are b t cone i ed in terms of three components or just one or 

two remain unre lved though th pectancy-valu model does pecify b th 

tructur and organization of attitud and ism t commonly used today. Attitude 

measure however invariably include th evaluative component but usually neglect 

the other components u uall to ave time and expense). Cognitive are de irable 

e peciall when p ople have contradictory beliefs and value about an attitude 

bject. Behavioural measures are usually used in their own right rather than as 

components of attitude. 

Attitude accessibility model 

There are several recent theories that distinguish between beliefs and affect but 

which stress the processual character of attitudes, that is attitudes are cognitive 

tructures which sy tematically implicate attention and memory. 

Fazio 's attitude accessibility model is the most researched process model of 

attitude. In hi model Fazio begins by pointing out that people s attitudes do not 

differ solely in terms of whether they are evaluatively positive or negative (attitude 

direction) or how positive or negative they are (attitude intensity or extremity). He 

notes that attitudes also differ in strength. 

[n this model, an attitude is viewed as an association in memory between the 

attitude object and one's evaluation of the object. How strongly the object and it 

e aluation are associated is thought to depend upon the amount of direct 

experience the person has with the attitude object. The acce ibility of an attitude 

i measured by response latency time taken to respond to a query about the 

attitude object). 
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Fazio sugge t that ther is a continuum fr m 

1. Non-attitude where there i no evaluation of the attitude object stored in 

memory an attitud i not available in m mory through 

u. Weak association b tween the object and it evaluation (where the attitude 

can be r trie ed only through effortful r flection to 

111. Chronical/ acce sible attitudes attitude that have a strong association in 

memory 

In a study of politicians Fazio and Williams 1986 showed that attitude 

accessibility had a significant effect over and above the attitudes direction and 

intensity. 

2.14 The Kenyan Supermarket situation 

Despite the importance of relationship marketing as a competitive strategy only 

one study has been conducted in the Kenyan business situation. In 1999 Thuo 

conducted a re earch to investigate the state of relationship marketing strategy in 

the Kenyan Banking sector. Through the study he found that the bank marketers 

awareness and understanding of the relationship-marketing concept was quite high 

but implementation was rather low and unilateral. Banks tend to apply relationship 

marketing mostly to their corporate clients who form a minority of their client base 

as opposed to consumer clients who form the bulk of their customers. 

A look at the Kenyan supermarket sector shows the mushrooming of new 

upermarkets or branche of the more established supermarket . The two largest 

chains of supermarkets: Uchumi and Nakumatt have undertaken aggressive 

e pansion programmes, targeting most parts of the city. And to date they have 

already established several one-stop mega stores that seek to meet all their 

customers needs. This has greatly increased competition for supermarkets situated 
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in tho e areas. It is th r fi re not surpri ing that uperrnarkets are I oking for new 

and inn vative marketing strategie to en ure their competitivene and survi al. 

This e plains the growth in importance of relationship marketing trategy. 

Recentl chumi uperrnarket appointed a Relationship Manager for its tores as 
a sign of its cornmitm nt to building relationships. 
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H PTERTH 

RE E R H METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research design 

n exploratory tudy will be conducted to asses the attitude of the managers of 

upermarket to relationship marketing and to determine the practices currently in 

use. 

3.2 The population 

he target population for this study is all upermarkets located within Nairobi. A 

list of 180 upermarkets has been developed from lists obtained from House of 

Manj i Procter and All~ Brookside Dairy Limited and Kenya Co-operative 

Creameries ( ee appendix I). The supermarkets are ranked in order of size 

according to ale volume by the respective firms (Mases , 2001· gatia, 2000· 

Lagat 1995· Karume, 1993). 

3.3 he sample design 

According to House ofManji and Procter and Allan the population of 

supermarkets is classified into three categories based on sales volume: 

• The frrst 20 are classified as large sized supermarket 

• The next 60 as medium sized supermarkets 

• The last 100 as small sized upermarkets (Masese, 2001) 

ther local researchers have used the same method of classification (Ngatia, 2000· 

Lagat, 1 995 · Karume 1993 . 

tratified random sampling will be used, with all twenty large supermarkets being 

included in the research and samples of twenty randomly selected from the 
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medium and mall ized upermark ts. A random sample will be s Iect d by 

dra ing lip of paper with nwnb r repre enting the supermarkets within that 

tratum from a hat. Th selected lip will be returned and mixed between every 

election. Di proportionat stratifi d ampling will be used due to re ource and 

time limitations. 

3.4 The re earch instrument 

Primary data will be collected using a self-reporting undisgui ed questionnaire 

( ee appendix II) which will be administered on a drop and pick basis. The 

questionnaires will be given to the managers of the marketing function. In 

preliminary discus ions with a number of the supermarkets the researcher found 

that other than the two large upermarkets: Uchumi and Nakumatt that have 

designated marketing managers the marketing function is over een by the overall 

managers of the upermarkets . 

The questionnaire consists of both open and closed-ended questions aimed at 

getting primary data from the respondents. 

ection I: contains open-ended to obtain background information on the 

upermarkets and close-ended questions aimed at eliciting definitions of the term 

relationship marketing. 

Section II: consists of closed ended que tions aimed at assessing the respondent s 

attitude towards relationship marketing and the behavioural intentions in the next 

fi e years. A five-point scale will be used: 1 =strongly agree to 5= strongly 

disagree and !- increase significantly to 5=decr ase significantly, respectively. 

Questions to asse s attitudes are based on the three-component attitude model. 
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ection III: c ntain clo ed ended que tions aimed at as essing th respondent 

curr nt practice pecifically ho they ha e impl m nted the Relation hip 

Mark ting trategy. 

ue tions requiring aye or no answer will b u ed. 

3.5 Data analysis 

The results of the survey were analysed by descriptive tati tics: frequencies and 

percentages. These offer clarity preciseness and ease of understanding. The 

correlation coefficient, coefficient of determination and the standard error of 

estimate were used to study the relation hip between attitudes and the practises 

adopted. The SP (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) was used. 
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HAP ER4 

This chapter deals with the re ul of the r earch and their implications. ixty 

questionnair were di tribut d for conducting the research, twenty to each of the 

three categorie of supermarkets. Thirty-one questionnaires were completed and 

returned, giving a response rate of 51. 7%. 

4.1 Year of establishment 

The research indicates that 63.6% of large supermarkets (Table 2 were established 

in the last decade. This is attributed to the new trend in consumer shopping habits 

for fast moving consumer goods at one-stop shopping c ntres. As life has become 

increasingly fast paced consumers have acquired time saving habits and one-stop 

hopping is one of them. 

Unlike the large supermarkets medium-sized supermarkets have grown teadily in 

numbers over the ears but with most being established in the seventies and 

eighties. Medium-sized supermarkets are mainly found in affluent neighbourhoods 

uch a Lavington, Westlands and Karen and their establishment has followed the 

s tting up and growth of these neighbourhoods. 

f the small ized supermarkets 68.7% were set up in the last twelve years alone. 

Thi is attributed to the fact that as Kenyans have ort industries to invest in hops 

11ing fast moving consumer goods have proved attractive. However, they have 

had to shift from the traditional grocery store to one-stop shopping centres in line 

with the new trend in consumer shopping habits. 
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Table 2:Year of establishment 
Size of supermarket 

Large Medium Small 
Years Frequency % Frequency % Frequency 

Before 1960 0 0 I IO 0 
1960-1969 0 0 1 10 1 
1970 - 1979 2 18.2 3 30 0 
1980- 1989 2 18.2 3 30 2 
1990- 1999 7 63 .6 1 10 4 
~fter 1999 0 0 I 10 2 
rt'OTAL 11 100 10 100 9 

4.2 umber of branches io airobi 

According to the research 72.7% of the large supermarkets Table 3 have more 

than two brancbe . Larg corporations or large extended families own these 

up rmark ts, which make it possible for them to access greater resources for 

growth and e pansion. This is clearly evident from the aggressive expansion of 

U chumi and akumatt upennarkets to almost every part of the city. 

All the medium ize supermarkets sampled have one branch. This is not surprising 

as the ownership of the e supermarkets is mainly sole proprietorship or a 

partnership of two family members. Accessibility to resources both funding and 

managerial is therefore limited. 

f the small size supennarkets 77.8% have one branch 11 .1% have two branches 

and 11.1% have more than two branches. However, the joint ales of the branches 

are less than the sales volume of the single medium and large supermarkets. The 

ownership of these supermarkets is sole proprietorship again making accessibiljty 

to resources limited. 
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Table 3: Number of branches in Nairobi 
Size of supermarket 

Large Medium Small 
Number Frequency % Frequency % Frequency 

O ne 1 9.1 10 100 7 
tTwo 2 18.2 0 0 1 
More than 
~0 8 72.7 0 0 1 

TOTAL 11 100 10 100 9 

4.3 Owner hip of supermarkets 

Most of the large supennarkets 81.8%, are locally owned. Kenyans of Asian 

origin own four of the eleven large supermarkets· Ukwal~ handarana, City 

Mattres e , and afeway while indigenous Kenyans own three; Me ora, Tusker 

Mattre se Rikana and Select ' n ' Pay Supermarket Table 4). One of the locally 

owned supermarkets Uchumi Supermarket, is a public company with shares on 

ale at the airobi tock E change. Only one large supennarket is foreign O\\rned 

Metro Cash and Carry (Kenya) Limited, and one jointly owned by locals and 

foreigners Nakumatt oldings Limited. 

All the medium ize supermarkets ampled are locally owned, nine by Kenyans of 

Asian origin and one by an indigenous Kenyan. 

An equal number of indigenous Kenyans and those of Asian origin own small 

upermarkets 88.9% while a foreigner of Korean origin own one. 
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Table 4: Classification of business ownership 
Size of supermarket 

Large Medium Small 
Ownership Frequency o/o Frequency % Frequency 

lForeign owned 1 9.1 0 0 I 
Locally owned 9 81.8 10 100 8 
Joint foreign 1 9.1 0 0 0 
& locally owned 
TOTAL 11 100 10 100 9 

4.4 Position of the respondent 

fthe large supermarkets 45.5% of there pondents were managers (Table 5), 

18.2°/o were directors hile 36.4% were marketing services manager sales and 

marketing and bu iness development manager accountant or assistant manager. In 

the medium size category 40% of the respondents were directors, 20% accountants 

20% managers and 20% assistant managers. Among the small size supermarkets 

most of the r spondents 55.6%, were directors and the rest were sales and 

marketing and business de elopment managers, accountants, manager or assistant 

managers. 

he position of the respondents affected the quality of the answers to the questions 

in that the concept of relationship marketing which is a relatively new concept in 

marketmg is better known and understood by marketing practitioners such as 

marketing services managers and sales, marketing and business development 

managers. However directors and bu iness managers bad a good knowledge and 

under tanding of the concept acquired over time from practise rather than from 

academics. 
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T bl 5 P .. fR d a e . OSltlOD 0 espon ent . 
Size of supermarket 

Large Medium Small 
Respondent FrequenC'y % Frequency % FrequenC'y 

Marketing services 1 9.1 0 0 0 
MaJ!~er 
!Sales & Marketing 1 9.1 0 0 l 
& Business Devt. 
Manager 
!Accountant 1 9.1 2 20 1 
!Director 2 18.1 4 40 5 
lManager 5 45.5 2 20 1 
!Assistant I 9.1 2 20 I 
TOTAL 11 100 10 100 9 

4.5 Statements as ociated with relationship marketing 

A look at the responses given to the choice of four true statements on relationship 

marketing (Table 6 shows that 72.7% of the respondents among the large 

upermarkets agreed with all four statements, and 9.1% with most of the options. 

Thi is in line with the respondents knowledge and understanding of the 

Relationship Marketing concept wbjch is hlgh among marketing practitioners, 

directors, and business managers who made up most of the respondents. It was 

noted that the educational background of the managers, who formed the largest 

group of respondents in thi category, was fairly high. Most of them were qualified 

profe sional . 

Among the medium size supermarkets 60% agreed with all the statements and 10% 

with most of the options. In this category none of the respondents were marketing 

practitioners and two of the ten respondents were accountants and two assistant 

managers. The limited academic knowledge and understanding of the Relationship 
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Marketing con pt by tb ac untan and as istant managers affected the uality 

f th ir re pon s b nc the lower p rcentage of th se re pondents who agreed 

\: ith all four tatemen ts. 

Among the small supermarket 44.4 %of there pondents agreed with aJl th 

tatements while 11 .1% agreed with mo t of option . Again the decline in th 

number f respondents who agreed with all four tatements can be attributed t the 

high number of respondents with limited academic knowledge and understanding 

of the concept. However, the respondent did have experiential knowledge as will 

be hown later by the relationship marketing practises they have adopted. 

T bl 6 St t t . t d ith R J ti h. M k ti a e . a emen s assoc1a e w e a ODS lp ar e ng . 
Size of supermarket 

Large [Medium Small 
Statement Frequency % Frequency o/o Frequency 

iStatement (a)* 1 9.1 2 20 3 
Statement (b)* 1 9.1 1 10 0 
Some options 0 0 0 0 1 
Most options I 9.1 I 10 1 
All statements (a-d)* 8 72.7 6 60 4 
!TOTAL 11 100 10 100 9 

The following tatements are associated with relationship marketing: 
(a) *Establishing, maintaining and enhancing mutually beneficial relationship with customer, 

supplier, and distributors. 
(b *Building Jong-term satisfying relations with key customer upplier and distributor . 
( c *Profitability 
(d *Meeting the objective of all the parties involved in the relationship by mutual exchange 

and fulfilment of promi es. 
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4.6 verage time taken to develop a relationship 

45. % fth r p nd nts among larg supermark ts felt that it tak s b tween one 

and five months to form a relati n hip Table 7 36.3% less than one month and 

18.2% betw n six and tw lve months. Among the medium ized supermarket 

30% felt it tak le s than one month 60% betw en one to five months, and 10% 

between si to twelve months. In the malJ sized category 44.4% of the 

r spondents felt it takes one to five months to form a relationship, 33.4% between 

ix and twelve months and 22.2% les than one month. 

T bl 7 A timtk td I f h. a e . verage e a en o eve op re a Ions 1ps . 
Size of supennarket 

Large Medium Small 
lA verage time tFrequency % ~requency % Frequen~y 
!Less than one month 4 36.3 3 30 2 
Between 1 &5 month 5 45.5 6 60 4 
Between 6& 12 months 2 18.2 1 10 3 
lfOTAL 11 100 10 100 9 

lnterestingly in all three categories of supermarkets the greatest percentage of 

respondents felt that relationships take between one to five months to develop. This 

i not surprising becau e for long-term relationships to develop there has to be trust 

and commitment. According to Morgan and Hunt 1994 trust is built when 

reliability is establi bed through many dealings, and competence is demonstrated 

through the fulfilment of contracts. This is particularly true in the Kenyan market 

where honesty and integrity have been eroded by graft and corruption making 

Hers extremely cautiou . This is in contrast to communities where honesty and 

integrity are not only valued but are practised. 
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ince the concept of relationship marketing is also new to the Kenyan con wner 

market most supermarkets do not have ad quate programs such as loyalty cards to 

meet their need for long-term relationships with cu tomer . Th length f tim 

taken to form relationships can be shortened through ell thought relationship 

building programs. Among the large and medium size supermarket where some 

rudimentary programs exist, a higher percentage of re pondent felt that 

relationships could be formed in less than one month. 

4.7 Percentage of budget allocated to building and maintaining 

relationships 

Among all three categories of supermarkets most of the respondents, 81 .8% large, 

90% medium and 88.9% small, indicated that less than 5% of their organization s 

o erall budget is allocated to building relationships (Table 8). In practise large 

corporations spend approximately one third of their overall budget on marketing. 

Therefore, the 5% being spent to build relationships is too little as this forms only 

one sixth to one seventh of a normal marketing budget. Yet relationship marketing 

should form an integral part of the marketing budget due to the competitive 

advantage it offers a frrm in terms of customer retention and profitability. 

T f able 8: Percentage o budget a II ocate d b ild' & to u mg I ti b' mamtamm_g re a ons ~s 
Size of supermarket 

Large Medium Small 
Budget Frequency % Frequency % Fre_guency 
0-5% 9 81.8 9 90 8 
6-10% 0 0 l 10 I 
Over 10% 1 9.1 0 0 0 
[Mjssing 1 9.1 0 0 0 
!TOTAL 11 100 10 100 9 
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4.8 ttitude towards relationship marketing 

4.8.1 large size supermarkets 

mong the large supermarkets (Table 9) 100% of th re pond nts either tr ngly 

agreed or agreed with the statements that relation hip marketing focu on 

cu tomer retention and emphasises high customer rvice. While 90.9% of the 

respondents either strongly agreed or agreed that r lationship marketing focu e on 

product benefits, has a long-term focus and emphasise high cu tomer 

commitment. 81.8% strongly agreed or agreed that it emphasise quality as a 

concern for all and 72.7% that it involves high cu tomer contact. According to the 

cognitive component of the three-component attitude model agreement with the e 

characteristics of relationship marketing reveals the respondents positive beliefs 

and opinions about relationship marketing and hence their positive attitude towards 

it. Therefore, in this instance more than three quarters of the respondents had a 

positive attitude towards relationship marketing. 

A look at the respondents' feelings towards relation hips with customers shows 

that 36.4% felt that relation hips cost more than they are worth while only slightly 

more than half, 52%, either disagreed or strongly disagreed. According to the 

affective component of the three-component attitude model, negative feelings 

towards the attitude object in this case relationship marketing, indicates a negative 

attitude towards it. Approximately half of the respond nts had a positive attitude 

since they felt the cost of forming relationships was worth it. 

63.6% of the respondents felt they should try forming r lation hips with every 

cu tomer indicating a positive attitude, while only 45.5% felt a true relationship 

was possible between a supermarket and a customer. It goe without saying that 
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Table 9 Attitude towards relationship mari(eting by large supermarf(ets 

Large supermarkets 
Agree Agree Ne1ther D1sagree D1sagree TOTAL 

strongly agree strongly 
nor 

d1sagree 
Attitude parameters % % % % % % 

1 Focusses customer retention 72.7 27.3 - - - 100 

2. Focusses on product benefits 27.3 63.6 9.1 - - 100 

3. Has a long-term focus 45.5 45.4 9.1 - - 100 

4 Emphasises high customer service 63.6 36.4 - - - 100 

5. Emphasises high customer commitment 36.4 45.4 9.1 - 9.1 100 

6. Involves h igh customer contact 9.1 63.6 18.2 9.1 - 100 

7. Emphasises quality as the concern of all 36.4 45.4 18.2 - - 100 

B. Relationships generally cost more than 18.2 18.2 9.1 36.4 18.1 100 
they are worth 
9. We should try forming relationships 9.1 54.5 9.1 18.2 9.1 100 
with every customer 
10. A true relationship is not really possible 9.1 36.4 9.1 36.4 9.1 100.1 
between a supermaket and a customer 
11 . A relationship is just another term for 9.1 54.5 18.2 9.1 9.1 100 
personalized selling 
12. If we had an option to do it again, we 18.2 72.7 9.1 - - 100 
would still form the relationships we have 
13. Relationships help us gain competitive 45.5 54.5 - - - 100 
advantage 

Large supermarkets 
Increase Increase Neither Decrease Decrease TOTAL 

significantly increase significantly 
nor 

decrease 
Attitude parameters % % % % % % 

14. What are your future intentions on the 54.5 36.4 9.1 - - 100 
number of re lationships formed over the 
next five years 
15. What are your intentions on the amounts 27.3 45.4 27.3 - - 100 
invested in relationships 
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negati feelings and hence attitude , towards the po ibility of forming true 

relationship b tween supermarkets and their cu t mers w r again t their 

ommitment to forming these relation hips, despite "fi eling then d t try and 

form relationship with every customer. 

Of those am pled 63.6% fl It a relationship i just another fi rm of per onalized 

elling. According to Kotler 1998), personal selling · face-to-face interaction 

with one or more prospective purchasers for the purpose of making pr sentations 

answering questions and procuring orders and is tran action oriented while 

relationship marketing is the practice of building long-term satisfying relation 

with key parties-customers suppliers, distributors-in order to retain their long-term 

preference and business. A negative attitude in this instance i therefore based on a 

lack of understanding of the differences between the two concepts. 

90.9% of the respondents felt if they had an option to do it again, they would still 

form the relationships they already had while 100% felt that relationships help 

them to gain competitive advantage, in both instances indicating a high positive 

attitude towards relationships and hence relationship marketing. 

In line with the behavioural comp nent of the three-component attitude model, 

future intentions with regard to the number of relationship to be formed in the 

next five years and amounts to be invested in relation hips were investigated. With 

regard to future intentions towards the number of relationships formed over the 

next five years, 54.5% indicated that this would increase significantly, and 36.4% 

that this would increase. This high percentage for increasing relationships reveals a 

highly positive attitude towards relationships and hence relationship marketing. To 

achieve this amounts in ested in the formation of relationships would need to 
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4.8.2 edium ize supermarket 

Th r pondents in this category rev aled a po iti e attitud towar r lation hip 

marketing bas d on their beliefs and opinion ab ut the oncept. 1 00% of the 

re pondents able I 0 either strongly agreed or agr ed that relation hip mark ting 

on cu tomer retention has a long-term focu emphasi es high customer 

ervice and high customer commitment. 90% trongly agreed or agreed that it 

emphasises quality as the concern for all and 80% that it focu es on product 

benefits and involves high customer contact. 

With re pect to feelings 50% of the respondents felt that relationships generally 

co t more than they are worth and that it was not possible to have a true 

relation hip between a supermarket and a customer, indicating both positive and 

negative attitudes towards relationships. Most of the respondents however, 80% 

felt that they should try forming relationships with every customer, while 70% felt 

that a relationship is just another term for personalized selling. I 00% felt that if 

they had an option to do it again, they would still form the relationships they have, 

and that relationships help them to gain competitive advantage of their 

competitor . 

The respondent ' future intentions with regard to the number of relationships 

formed in the next five years indicate 40% of the respondents ' had intentions to 

significantly increase the relationships, 50% to increase, and 10% to maintain the 

tatus quo. As for future intentions on the amounts in ested in relationships, only 

10% anticipated this would increase significantly, 50% anticipated an increase and 

40% foresaw maintenance of the status quo. 
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Table 10: Attitude towards relationship marketing by medium size supennarkets 

Medium size supermarkets 
Agree Agree Neither Disagree Disagree TOTAL 

strongly agree strongly 
nor 

d1sagree 
Attitude parameters % % % % % 

1 Focusses customer retention 80 20 - - - 100 

2 Focusses on product benefits 30 50 20 - - 100 

3 Has a long-term focus 80 20 - - - 100 

4. Emphasises high customer service 60 40 - - - 100 

5. Emphasises high customer commitment 60 30 - 10 - 100 

6. Involves high customer contact so 30 20 - - 100 

7 Emphasises quality as the concem of all 60 30 10 - - 100 

8. Relationships generally cost more than 10 40 - 50 - 100 
they are worth 
9. We should try forming relationships 40 40 20 - - 100 
with every customer 
10. A true relationship is not really possible 10 20 20 40 10 100 
between a supermaket and a customer 
11 . A relationship is just another term for 20 50 - 30 - 100 
personalized selling 
12. If we had an option to do it again, we 40 60 - - - 100 
[WOUld still form the relationships we have 
13 Relationships help us gain competitive 40 60 - - - 100 
advantage 

Medium size supermarket 

Increase Increase Neither Decrease Decrease TOTAL 
significantly increase significantly 

nor 
decrease 

Atti tude parameter % % % % % % 
14 What are your future intentions on the 40 so 10 - - 100 
number of relationships formed over the 
next five years 
15 What are your intentions on the amounts 10 so 40 - - 100 
invested in relationships 
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P iti e b lief: and opinions and feelings towards relationship mark ting dir ctly 

affi ct the number of relationship formed in the future and th amount of 

re ources uch as time and money, inv ted in building relation hip . hough 

majority of th respondents had po itive b liefs and opinions about r Iationsbip 

marketing, had no regrets about the relationships they already had and fi It 

relationships give them a competiti e advantage over their competitors the fact 

that half felt relationships co t more than they are worth and that it i not possible 

to have a true relationship between a supermarket and a customer can explain why 

only 60% of the respondents had any future intentions of increasing their 

in e tment in building relationships. 

4.8.3 Small size supermarkets 

100% of the respondents among small sized supermarkets (Table 11 either agreed 

or strongly agr ed that relationship marketing focuses on custmner retention and 

product benefits, and emphasises high customer service and quality as the concern 

of all. 88.8% agreed or strongly agreed that relationship marketing has a long-term 

focus, and 11 .2 % were undecided. 77. 8% agreed or strong! y agreed that it 

emphasises high customer commitment and involves high cu tomer contact. 11.1% 

were undecided and an equal percentage disagreed. As with the other two 

categories of supennarket the respondents in this category al o revealed a positiv 

attitude toward r lationship marketing based in their beliefs and opinions about it. 

With regard to their feelings towards relationships, 44.5% of the respondents felt 

relationships cost more than they are worth, 22.2% felt otherwise and 33.3% were 

undecided. ven though such a high proportion felt relationships cost more than 

the are worth, 77.8% of the respond nts still felt they should try forming 

relationships with every customer while 11 .1% felt otherwise and 11 .1 
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Table 11: Attitude towards relationship marketing by small sized supermarkets 

Small stze supermarkets 
Agree Agree Neither Dtsagree Disagree TOTAL 

strongly agree strongly 
nor 

disagree 
Attitude parameters % % % % % 

1 Focusses customer retention 44.4 55.6 - - - 100 

2 Focusses on product benefrts 33.3 66.7 - - - 100 

3. Has a long-term focus 44.4 44.4 11 .2 - - 100 

4. Emphasises high customer service 55.6 44.4 - - - 100 

5 Emphasises high customer commitment 33.4 44.4 11 .1 11 .1 - 100 

6. Involves high customer contact 33.4 44.4 11 .1 11 .1 - 100 

7 Emphasises quality as the concern of all 66.7 33.3 - - - 100 

8. Relationships generally cost more than - 44.5 33.3 22.2 - 100 
they are worth 
9 We should try forming relationships 33.3 44.5 11 .1 11 .1 - 100 
with every customer 
10 A true relationship is not really possible - 33.3 22.3 33.3 11 .1 100 
between a supermaket and a customer 
11 A relationship is just another term for - 33.3 66.7 - 100 
personalized selling 
12. If we had an option to do it again, we 33.3 44.4 - 22.3 - 100 
would still form the relationships we have 
113. Relationships help us gain competitive 55.6 44.4 - - - 100 
advantage 

Small size supermarkets 
Increase Increase Neither Decrease Decrease 

significantly increase significant!~ 

nor 
decrease 

Attitude parameters % % % % % % 
14 What are your future intentions on the 11 .1 88.9 - - - 100 
number of relationships formed over the 
next five years 
15 What are your intentions on the amounts 11 .1 77.8 11 .1 - - 100 
invested tn relationships 
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und cided. 33.3% felt a true relation hip is not possible between a up rmark t and 

a cu tomer. 22.3% were undecided. while 44.4% felt it was po ible. 33.3% of the 

re pondents felt a relationship is just another term for per onalized lling, whi1 

66.7% w re undecided. This high proportion of r spondents who wer undecid d 

as to whether a relationship is just another term for per onalized s II ing indicated 

their lack of understanding of the two concepts. 77.8% felt if they had to do it 

again they would still form the relationships that they have. 100% of the 

re pondents felt relationships help them to gain comp titive advantage over their 

competitor . 

88.9% of the respondents had future intention to increase the number of 

relationship formed in the next five years while 11.1% bad intentions to increase 

them significantly. Although the proportion of those with future intentions to 

ignificantly increase the amounts invested in relationships is also 11.1% the 

proportion of those willing to increase declined by 1 1 . 1%. 

4.9 The relationship marketing practises adopted by supermarkets 

The research sought to establish which of the eleven relationship practises under 

consideration the supermarkets had in place (Table 12). According to the results, 

90.91% of the large supermarkets had "a customer complaint procedure ', ''regular 

communication with customers and offered ' preferential treatment/personalized 

ervice to regular customers', 81 .82% offered ' price incentives or rewards to 

regular customers and bad personal interaction with regular customers ' 54.55% 

had a customer feedback communication ystem' and offered after sales support 

to customers", while 36.36% of the respondents "grouped their customers 

according to their needs ', had "a customer database' and ' a relationship-building 

program'. Finally, only 27.27% had ' grouped their customers according to their 
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Table 12: The relationship marketing practises adopted by supermarkets 

Large 
Yes No Total 

Relattonsh1p marketing practises % % % 
1 Customers grouped according to their 36.36 63.64 100 
needs 

2. Customers grouped accordmg to their 27.27 72.73 100 
profltablity 

3. Price incentives or rewards to 81 .82 18.18 100 
regular customers 

4 A customer database 36.36 63.64 100 

5 A customer complaint procedure 90.91 9.09 100 

6. A customer feedback communication 54.55 45.45 100 
system 

7. After sales support to customers 54.55 45.45 100 

8. Personal interaction with regular 81.82 18.18 100 
customers 

9 Regular communication with 90.91 9.09 100 
regular customers 

1 0 Preferential treatmenVpersonalized 90.91 9.09 100 
service to regular customers 

11 . A relationship-building program 36.36 63.64 100 

Size of supermarket 
Medium 

Yes No Total 
% % % 
10 90 100 

0 100 100 

60 40 100 

50 50 100 

50 50 100 

40 60 100 

40 60 100 

90 10 100 

80 20 100 

80 20 100 

0 100 100 
- ---- --

Yes 
% 

11 .11 

22.22 

100 

11 .11 

88.89 

66.67 

66.67 

100 

66.67 

88.89 

0 

Small 
No 
% 

88.89 

77.78 

0 

88.89 

11 .11 

33.33 

33.33 

0 

33.33 

11 .11 

100 

Total 
% 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

V) 
V) 



profi tability. These results are consistent with observation that rev al Jarg 

up nnarke have set up cu tom r ervice desks that hand! cu tomer complain 

Regular ommunication with cu tomer i also maintain d through ad ertising 

campaigns in the mass media. The e advertising campaigns mainly offer price 

incentive in a bid to secure customer loyalty. Regular campaigns offering rewards 

to regular customers are also held, particularly during major holidays like 

Christmas and Easter. All these relationship marketing practises fall under the ftrst 

level of relationship marketing that relies on price incentives and rewards as a 

means of appreciating cu tomers, and which is considered to be the weakest lev 1 

since it easily imitated by competitors (Berry, 1995). According to observation 

mo t large supermarkets do not have customer database and therefore have not 

grouped their customers according to any criteria. Very few have a relationship

building program. Uchumj Supermarket has a relationship-building program where 

they use customer panels for ideas and feedback. 

Among the medium sized supermarkets 90% of the respondents had ' personal 

interaction with their customers' , 80% had ' regular communication with regular 

customers and offered 'preferential treatment/personalized ervice to regular 

customers 60% offered "price incentives or rewards to regular customers" 50% 

had "a customer database ' and ' a customer complaint procedure" and lastly 40% 

had a customer feedback commurucation system" and offered' after sales support 

to cu tomers '. All the respondents in this category, 100%, did not ' group their 

customers according to their profitability' nor did they have ' a relationship

building program'. 90% also did not 'group their customer according to their 

needs'. 
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Medium size supermarkets lay great emphasi on personal interaction with regular 

ustomers which their set allows. As mentioned earli r these upermark t ar 

' ituated in the more affluent uburb where the better educated and expo ed, 

ustomers expect special treatment for their regular patronage. The practise of 

relationship marketing has therefore grown naturally ov r th year as the directors 

and business managers of these supermarkets have acquired a good knowledge and 

understanding of the relationship-marketing concept from practise rather than from 

academics. It then follows that most of these upermarkets have regular 

ommun.ication with their regular customers through telephone calls, letters and 

general chitchat when they come in to purchase. They also offer preferential 

treatment /personalized service to their regular customers such opening for them a 

credit account, home deliveries, payment by cheques special discounts, infonning 

regular customers when stocks arrive, and reserving goods for them in times of 

hortages. 

A good number of medium size supermarkets also offer price incentives or rewards 

to their regular customers especial around major holidays such as Christmas, 

Easter, Ramadan and Dew ali. Some have a customer database but made up of their 

regular customers only. Few have grouped these customers according to their 

needs and none have grouped them according to their profitability. Some of these 

upermarkets have a rudimentary customer complaint procedure where complaints 

are made directly to the director/proprietor or the manager. Others also have a 

rudimentary customer communication system and offer after sales upport to 

cu tomers. None of the medium size supermarkets had a relationship-building 

program. 
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Ofth mall ized supermarkets 100% of ered pnc incenti or re ard to 

r gular customer , and had ·personal interaction with r gular cu tom r , while 

. 8~/o had 'a cu tomer complaint procedure, and gave preferential 

treatment/personalized service to r gular customers . 66.67% of the re pondents 

had a cu tomer feedback communication sy tern ' offer d after sales upport to 

customer and had regular communication with regular customer . All the 

r pondents, 100%, did not have ' a relationship-building program , while 88.89% 

did not ' group their customers according to their need nor had 'a customer 

database , and 77.78% did not "group their customer according to their 

profitability' 

mall supermarkets offer price incentives or rewards to regular cu tomers in form 

of discounts and free gifts particular during holidays. Personal interaction is carried 

out at the shop. As with the medium size supermarkets preferential 

treatment/personalized service is through credit accounts, payment by cheques or 

credit cards, home deliveries, informing regular customers when stocks arrive, 

re erving goods for them in times of shortages, as well as stocking special items on 

request from regular customers and holding advance payments. Regular 

communication was through telephone calls and e-mails. Some customer feedback 

communication system was in place in some supermarkets, and some after sale 

upport. Very few supermarkets had any kind of customer database, and as such 

few had grouped their cu tomer according to their needs or profitability. None of 

the upennarket had any relationship-bujlding program in place. 
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.t.IO Tbe correlation between relationship marketing practi e and the 

mao ger s attitude 

.t.lO.l Large sized supermarkets 

There wa a high correlation (r) between the respondents ' attitude towards th 

r Jation hip marketing concept based on their beliefs about it and the relation hip 

marketing practi es table 13 · price incentives or rewards are offered to regular 

customer (0.972, regular commWlication is maintained with regular customer 

(0.928), preferential treatment/per onalized service is given to regular custom rs 

0.928 and the existence of a relationship-building program 0.966). The 

coefficients of determination (r2
) were within acceptable limit of0.8 at 0.946, 

0.861 0.861 and 0.933 respectively. The standard error of the estimates Se) were 

aJ o fairly low at 0.17 0.21 , 0.21 and 0.24 respectively. 

These high correlations mean the high positives attitudes previously noted directly 

and proportionately affect the adoption of the relationship marketing practises, the 

more positive the attitude the greater the chance of the respondents adopting the 

practises. The high coefficients of determination also tell us that more than 80% of 

the reason for the adoption of these practises depends on the re pondents' attitude 

toward relationship marketing. The margin of error that this is the case is very low 

as hown by the low standard errors of the estimates. 

n the other hand, the correlation between attitude based on beliefs and the 

practi es· customers are grouped according to their needs (0.819), customers are 

group d according to their profitability (0.81), a customer database is maintained 

0.868) a customer feedback communication system exists (0.868) and sales 
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Table 13: The corelation between relationship marketing practises and the manager's attitude among large supermarkets 
Large supermarkets 

A B c 
r r square Std error I r r square Std error r r square Std error 

Relationship marketing practises of estimate of estimate of estimate 
1 Customers grouped according to their 0.819 0.67 0.53 0.874 0.764 0.35 0.349 0.122 0.53 
needs 

2 Customers grouped according to their 0.81 0.656 0.5 0.851 0.725 0.35 0.57 0.324 0.43 
profitablity 

3 Pnce incentives or rewards to 0.972 0.946 0.17 0.827 0.683 0.32 0.365 0.134 0.42 
regular customers 

4. A customer database 0.868 0.753 0.46 0.798 0.637 0.43 0.412 0.17 0.51 

5 A customer complaint procedure 0.587 0.345 0.45 0.342 0.117 0.4 0.265 0.07 0.33 

6. A customer feedback communication 0.868 0.754 0.47 0.701 0.491 0.53 0.912 0.831 0.24 
system 

7. After sales support to customers 0.759 0.577 0.62 0.666 0.444 0.55 0.786 0.618 0.36 

8. Personal interaction with regular 0.574 0.329 0.61 0.664 0.441 0.43 0.04 0.002 0.45 
customers 

9. Regular communication with 0.928 0.861 0.21 0.787 0.62 0.26 0.265 0.07 0.33 
regular customers 

~. 

10 Preferential treatmenVpersonalized 0.928 0.861 0.21 0.787 0.62 0.26 0.265 0.07 0.33 
service to regular customers 

11 A relationship-building program 0.966 0.933 0.24 0.66 0.436 0.54 0.64 0.41 0.43 



A. Predictors (Con tant). Attitudes: Relationship marketing Focuses n cu tomer retention~ 
Focuse on product benefits; Has a long-term focus; Emphasises high cu tomer sefVIces; 
Emphasises high customer commitment; Invol es h.igh customer contact· mphas1ses 
quality as the concern of all. 

B. Predictors (Constant): Relationships generaJiy cost more than they are worth; We 
should try forming relationship with every customer: A true relationship is not really 
po sible between a supermarket and a customer; A relation hip is just another term for 
personalized selling; If we had the option to do it again, we should till form the 
relationship that we ha e with customers; Relationships help us gain competitive 
advantage. 

C. Predictors (Constant): Future intentions on the number of relationships formed over the 
next five years; Future intentions on the amounts invested in relationships. 

support is given to customers (0.759) is also fairly high. However, the coefficients 

of determination were below the acceptable limit, and the standard errors of the 

estimate were fairly high. This indicates other factors apart from attitude affect the 

adoption of these particular relationship marketing practises. These factors might 

include lack of financial re ources to implement the practises. The high standard 

errors of the estimate cast doubt on the accuracy of these results. In future other 

tatistical methods of analysis may be used to validate or invalidate these results. 

The lowest correlation between attitude and practise was that for; a customer 

complaint procedure exists 0.587 . 

The correlation between the respondent's attitude to the relationship marketing 

concept based on their feelings towards relationships, and the relationship 

marketing practises adopted, hows fairly high correlations for the following 

practises are; customers are grouped according to their needs (0.874), customers 

are grouped according to their profitability (0.851) price incentives or rewards are 

given to regular customers 0.827) a customer database is maintained (0.798), a 

customer feedback communication system exists (0. 70 1) there is regular 
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ommunication with regular cu tomers (0. 787 and prefer ntial 

treatment/personalized servic is given to regular cu tomers. Howev r, all th 

o ffici nts of determination are below the ace ptable limit (0.8 meaning les than 

0% of the reason for the adoption the e practise can b attributed to th 

re pondents' attitude toward relationships. Re pondent may therefi re hav very 

po iti e feelings towards relationships but this may not 1 ad to the adoption of 

relationship marketing practi es due to for example constraints in resources. 

With regard to the respondents attitude based on their future intentions on the 

number of relationships formed in the next five years and their future intentions on 

the amounts invested in relationships, the correlation were fairly low in most 

cases. Only two practises stand out a custom.er feedback communication sy tern 

exists with a correlation of0.912 and a coefficient of determination of0.831, and 

after sale support is offered to cu tomers with a correlation of 0. 786 but an 

unacceptable coefficient of determination of 0.618. Therefore, a positive attitude 

towards future intentions leads to the adoption of a customer feedback 

communication system. 

4.10.2 Medium size supermarkets 

The correlation r) between the respondents' attitude toward the relationship 

marketing concept based on their belief and the relationship marketing practises 

(table 14 is high for; personal interaction with regular customers (0.988, a 

customer feedback communication system exis (0.971), after sale support is 

offered to customers (0.971 , customers are grouped according to their needs 

0.883), customers are grouped according to their profitabiljty 0.883) there is 

regular communication with regular customers (0.883), a customer database exists 

(0.863) and a customer complaint procedure exists (0.857). However, only the 
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Table 14: The corelation between relationship marketing practises and the manager's attitude among medium sized supermarkets 

Medium size supermarkets 
A J B I c 

r r square Std error I r rsquare Std error I r r square Std error 
Relationship marketing practises of estimate of estimate of estimatt 

1 Customers grouped according to their 0.883 0.78 0.31 0.802 0.709 0.3 0.392 0.153 0.33 
needs 

2. Customers grouped according to their 0.883 0.78 0.31 0.802 0.709 0.3 0.392 0.1 53 0.33 
profitabllty 

3. Pnce Incentives or rewards to 0.526 0.277 0.93 0.685 0.469 0.65 0.383 0.147 0.54 
regular customers 

4. A customer database 0.863 0.745 0.56 0.942 0.887 0.31 0.507 0.257 0.52 

5 A customer complaint procedure 0.857 0.734 0.58 0.878 0.771 0.44 0.169 0.029 0.59 

6. A customer feedback communication 0.971 0.943 0.26 0.839 0.705 0.49 0.304 0.092 0.56 
system 

7. After sales support to customers 0.971 0.943 0.26 0.839 0.705 0.49 0.304 0.092 0.56 

8. Personal interaction with regular 0.988 0.976 0.1 0.976 0.952 0.12 0.392 0.153 0.33 
customers 

9. Regular communication with 0.883 0.78 0.42 0.913 0.503 0.3 0.408 0.167 0.44 
regular customers 

10. Preferential treatmenUpersonalized 0.776 0.602 0.56 0.836 0.699 0.4 0.588 0.345 0.39 
service to regular customers 

11 . A relationship-building program 0.667 0.444 0.5 0.822 0.675 0.31 0.392 0.153 0.33 



ftrSt three practises mentioned ha e an acceptable coefficient of det nnination at 

0.976 0.943 and 0.943 respective} . And fairly low standard error of the stimate. 

We an therefore correctly say that a high positive attitude will lead to th adoption 

f the e three practises, and 80o/o of the reason for their adoption can b attribut d 

t the re pondents attitude towards r lationship marketing. 

The correlation between attitude based on feelings towards relationship and the 

relationship marketing practises adopted is high for the following practises· 

p rsonal interaction with regular customers 0.976 , a customer database exists 

(0.942), there i regular communication with regular customers (0.913), a customer 

complaint procedure exists (0.878) a customer feedback communication system 

exists (0.839), after sales support is offered to customers 0.839), preferential 

tr atment/personalized service is given to regular customers 0.836) a relationship

building program exists (0.822) customers are grouped according to their needs 

(0.802), customers are grouped according to their profitability 0.802). However, 

onJy 'personal interaction with regular customers' and 'a customer database 

exists" had acceptable coefficients of determination at 0.952 and 0.887 

r pectively, and standard errors of the estimate of 0.12 and 0.31 respectively. 

ln most cases therefore, although the correlation between attitude and practises is 

high less than 80% of the reason for adopting the practi e can be attributed to the 

re pondents attitude towards relationships. The standard errors of the estimate are 

fairly high pointing toward the need for another tatisticaJ method of analysis to 

alidate or invalidate these results. 

The correlation between attitude based on future intentions to act and the 

relationship marketing practises adopted are all low, with most at less than 0.5. 
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Thi means the practises adopted are not necessarily dependant upon the 

re pond nts • attitude to relationship marketing based on future intention to act on 

th number of relationship formed over the next fi e y ars and on the amounts 

in e ted in relationships. 

4.10.3 SmaU size supermarkets 

There was a perfect correlation b tween the respondents ' attitude toward the 

relationship-marketing concept based on their beliefs and all the relationship

marketing practises under consideration (table 15). This means the adoption of 

these practises is dependant only on there pondents' attitudes. 

The correlation based on their feelings was high for; personal interaction with 

regular customers (0.991) regular communication with regular customers 0.991) 

after sales services offered to customers (0. 971), a customer feedback 

communication system exists (0.932), a relationship-building program exists 

0.921 , customers are grouped according to their needs (0.86), price incentives or 

rewards are offered to regular customers (0.811), existence of a customer database 

0. 81 1 , existence of a customer complaint procedure (0.811), and preferential 

treatment/personalized service is given to regular customers (0.806). Only the first 

five of these practises had acceptable coefficients of determination at 0.983 0.983, 

0.943. 0.869 and 0.848 respectively, with fairly low standard errors of the estimate. 

Therefore, more than 80% of the reason for the adoption of these practises is 

dependant on the respondents ' attitude towards relationships. The low standard 

error of the estimate mean these results are fairly accurate. 

The correlation between the respondents attitude based on their future intentions 

to act and the practises adopted were low, with correlation coefficients less than 
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Table 15: The corelatlon between relationship marketing practises and the manager's attitude among small size supermarkets 

Small size supermarkets 
A I B I c 

r r square Std error .I r r square Std error I r r square Std error 
Relationship marketjng practises of estimate of estimate of estimate 

1. Customers grouped according to their 1 1 1 0.86 0.74 0.48 1 1 1 
needs 

2. Customers grouped according to their 1 1 1 0.507 0.257 0.76 0.286 0.82 0.49 
profitabllty 

3. Price Incentives or rewards to 1 1 1 0.811 0.658 0.39 0.1 89 0.036 0.38 
regular customers 

4 A customer database 1 1 1 0.811 0.658 0.39 0.189 0.036 0.38 

5 A customer complaint procedure 1 1 1 0.811 0.658 0.39 0.189 0.036 0.38 

6. A customer feedback communication 1 1 1 0.932 0.869 0.36 0.378 0.143 0.53 
system 

7. After sales support to customers 1 1 1 0.971 0.943 0.24 0.378 0.143 0.53 

8. Personal interaction with regular 1 1 1 0.991 0.983 0.14 0.478 0.229 0.53 
customers 

9. Regular communication with 1 1 1 0.991 0.983 0.14 0.478 0.229 0.53 
regular customers 

10. Preferential treatmenUpersonalized 1 1 1 0.806 0.65 0.55 1 1 1 
service to regular customers 

11 . A relationship-building program 1 1 1 0.921 0.848 0.26 0.189 0.036 0.38 



.5. Th refore in this case the re pondents' attitude do s n t have a gr at bearing 

n th practises adopted. The coefficients of determination were al o low apart 

from ··customer are grouped according to th ir profitability, which had a 

oeffici nt of0.82. The standard errors of thee timat were averag . Intere ting to 

note though is the perfect correlation between attitude and th practi e 

·Preferential treatment/personalized service i given to regular cu tomer ".This 

means the adoption of this practise is only dependant on the re pondents ' attitude. 
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CHAPTERS 

DISCUSSION, 0 CL SION ANDRE OMME DA 10 

Having ummarized the r ults of the study in the pr iou chapter lhi chapter 

di cusse the fmdings in relation to the research questions the tudy t out to 

in estigate. The objective of the study was to fmd out the attitude of manager of 

upennarkets towards relationship marketing to e tablish the relationship 

marketing practises in use and to study the relationship between the managers 

attitudes towards relationship marketing and the relationship marketing practi es in 

use. 

-.1. Discussion 

Relationship marketing is recognized as an important competitive strategy whose 

key objective is customer retention through building customer loyalty (Chri topher 

tal., 1991· Pressey and Mathew 2000· Butcher 1998 . Studies show that 

attitudes directly affect behavioural action such as judgements and choice (Kotler 

1998). The study therefore sought to fmd out what the managers ' attitude were 

towards relationship marketing and whether this affected their behaviour in terms 

of the relationship marketing practises they had in place. 

The research revealed that more than three quarters of the managers of large 

upermarkets had a good understanding of relation hip marketing two-thirds in the 

medium size category and approximately half in the small size category. This 

understanding is important because its impossible to act on a concept that one does 

not understand. According to the cogniti e component of the three-component 

attitude mode] that looks at the information and thoughts held about an attitude 
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bje t (Ro enberg and Ho land I 960~ Baron and yme 1981 ) th manag r f 

aJJ cat gorie of upermarket agreed that relati n hip marketing ~ cu on 

ustomer retention and product benefits, has a long-term focu , emph 

u tomer ervice high customer commitment, quality a th concern of all and 

in ol e high customer contact Chri top her et al 1991 ). Th refore b ed on th ir 

under tanding of the concept they revealed a highly po iti e attitud . 

Based on the affective component of the model which as es es the positive or 

n gative feelings about an object all the managers in the three categorie of 

upennarkets felt relationships help them gain competitive advantage and almo t 

aJJ aid if they had the opportunity to do it gain they would still form the 

relationships they had. There is recognition here that relationships are b neficial to 

the organization by ensuring repeat business. Approximately half of the managers 

of large and medium sized upermarkets felt relationship were worth the cost of 

tabli hing and maintaining them. But, most of the managers of small 

up rmarkets felt relationships cost more than they are worth. These feelings 

towards the cost of relationship did not auger well for the amounts the managers 

were willing to invest in relationships in terms of time and money. Most of the 

managers felt they should try forming a relationship with every customer even 

though this is not economically feasible because customers differ in their 

profitability and needs, and hould therefore be segmented accordingly (Dwyer et 

at Jackson, 1985). With re pect to whether it is really po sible to fonn a 

r lation hip between a cu tomer and a supermarket all th manager were divided 

fl r and again t. Most of the managers of large and medium sized supermarkets and 

a few of the mall supermarkets felt a relationship is just another form of 

p r onalized selling. This lack of recognjtion of the difference between 

r lationships and personalized selling had an impact on the attitude held towards 
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r lation hips. In summary the manager oflarg up rmar t till how d a 

Jughl po itive attitude towards relationship marketing based on their u eling 

'' hile tho e of medium supermarkets was fairly po i ive and ju t po itive for mall 

upermarkets. 

The int ntion or disposition to act (in term of income and tim ) which forms the 

behavioural component of the three component model, and results from the 

informatio~ thoughts and positive or negative fe lings held about relationship 

marketing, pointed to the fact that almost all the manager had future intentions to 

increase the number of relationships formed over the next five years. However a 

fair number, particular among the medium ized upermarkets, had no future 

intentions to change the amounts invested in relationships. According to literature 

there i a cost attached to relationships and therefore it is not practical to assume 

relationships can be increased significantly without any costs being incurred. 

Having said this however, the managers ' can find out whether there are ways of 

e tablishing and maintaining economically beneficial relationships without 

increasing the amounts invested that might not have been exploited so far. The 

ftndings also revealed that majority of the managers allocate less than five percent 

of their budget to building and maintaining relationships. 

The research further re ealed the relationship marketing practises adopt d by the 

manager in all the categorie of supermarkets were fairly similar 

(http://www.Relation hipmarketing ... om/servic /body _services.html . The most 

wid ly used were personal interaction with regular customers preferential 

treatment/personalized service to regular customers price incentives or rewards to 

regular customers, regular communication with regular customers and a customer 

complaint procedure. Apart from a few of the large supermarkets most 
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·up rmarkets did not have a laid down relationship mar ting trat gy h m tn 

mponents would incorporate all the practis s under consideration. In fact the 

practi e currently in use arose from a natural de ire to better erve regular 

cu tom rs rather than from a concert d effort to build relation hip , v n though 

all the manager recognized that relationships help them gain comp titive 

ad antage 

The fmdings from the research showed a highly positi e correlation between the 

managers' attitudes and the relationship marketing practise in u e. Thi means the 

manager , attitudes towards relationship mar~eting directly influenced the 

practise adopted, which is consistent with expectation . The fmdings further 

re ealed in most instances that variations in the adoption of relationship marketing 

practi were not entirely attributable to the manager attitudes since the 

co ffi.cients of detem1inations were fairly low. This would mean there are other 

factors not considered in the study, which influence the adoption of a number of 

the relationship marketing practises. Although, the coefficients of determination 

were within acceptable limits for most instances the standard error of estimates 

were fairly high casting doubts on the precision of the estimate . 

The correlation with respect to the cognitive and affective component of the 

managers' attitudes towards relationship marketing and relationships was high for 

mo t of the practises for all the superrnarkets. Among the small sized supermarkets 

in particular th correlation was perfect with re pect to the cognitive component 

for all the practises under consideration. The coefficient of determination was also 

perfect, but these results are questionable since the standard error of the estimate 

w re high. Interestingly the correlation with respect to the managers future 

intentions on the number of relationships formed over the next five years and their 
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int ntion on the amount inve ted in relation hip fair ly lo and th 

co ffici nts of determination were en lower, while the standard error fth 

e timate were quite high. 

5.2 Conclusion 

upermarkets are a fairly recent mode of retailing fast moving consumer g d in 

airobi re ulting from new trends in consumer hopping habits such a the need 

for one-stop shopping. This need has led to the mushro ming of large 

up rmarkets in all comers of the city, and in response many grocery stores ha e 

al o con erted into small supennarkets. Medium sized upennarkets on the other 

hand have been in existence for ometime, particularly in the more afflu nt 

uburbs. It is has been ob erved that in recent years the supermarket industry has 

become a major area of investment for Kenyan . 

Th fmdings show that the managers of large supermarkets have a highly positive 

attitude towards relationship marketing based on a good understanding of the 

concept. However, for most thi has not led to the development and e tabli hment 

of relationship building program . Among the medium and small sized 

up nnarkets the managers ' attitude is fairly positive although based on an 

incomplete understanding of the concept. Again no relationship building programs 

are in place. 

The relationship marketing practices adopted by supennarket were fair] imilar, 

and their adoption wa found to be dependant on the manager s attitude toward the 

relationship-marketing concept. he more positive the attitude the greater the 

number of relationship marketing practises adopted. 

Finally the findings revealed that the greater the understanding of the relationship

marketing concept and its trategic benefit, the more po itive the attitude and the 

greater the number of relationship marketing practises adopted. 
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5.3 Recommendation 

The r uhs f the r arch sh that th re i a corr lation b tv.e n lh manager ' 

attitude t ward r lationship marketing and the relati n hip mark ting pra ti e 

adopted" ithin a r lationship mark ting tral gy. achi mor a curate result 

a m re d tailed tudy can be carried out that: 

1. Incorporate int rvening variable that affect the adoption of a r lation hip 

marketing strategy de pite the po itive attitude of the managers responsible 

for the marketing function. For example the attitude of other managers, 

directors/proprietors or financial con traints. 

u. Identify whether the managers ' attitudes and the relation hip marketing 

practi es in use are dependant on the size of the upermark t. 

m. Look at the attitudes of customers towards relationship marketing. 

5.4 Limitations of tbe study 

1. There wa a response rat of 51 .7% which po ed challenge in data 

analysis. A considerable amount of re pondent fatigue was encountered that 

partly explains this response rate. A better response rate would have given 

more accurate re ult . 

u. The study did not consider factors that affect the managers attitude such as 

their level of education, marketing background or experience. 

111. Financial and time constraints as the research encompassed the whole of 

airobi. 

I\ . The study was confined to Nairobi meaning the findings may not be 

applicable to other citie and towns in the country. 
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APPE D 

Appendix I: A letter of introduction by the tudent 

Dear Respondent 

ESTHER W. NJUGUNA 

P. 0 BOX 79607 

NAIROBI 

I am a Post-Graduate student of the Master of Business Administration Program, 

University of Nairobi, and I am currently conducting a research on the u e of 

Relationship Marketing Strategy by Supermarkets in Nairobi. 

I would be greatly obliged if you would assist me by fiJ]jng in the following 

questionnaire. The information you suppJy will be used for academic purposes only. 

Please Jet me know if you would like a copy of the report. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely 

Esther W. Nj uguna 
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.\pp ndi · II: letter of introduction from the B coordinator 

Appendix II: A letter of introductio* MBA coordinator 
UNIVERSITY OF NAIROBI 

FACULTY OF COMMERCE 
MBA PROGRAMME - LOWER KABETE CAMPUS 

T clcphone 7 2160 Exl 208 
TclegJams "Varsily", N11i robi 
Tclc~ · 2209S Vars ily 

DATE: ..... . .. ...... .... .... . .. ... ............. . 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

PO BoxJOI97 
Nairobi, Kenya 

The bearer of this letter: . ... ............... ........ ....................................... . . 

Registration No: . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... .... ..................... ............ .... . 

is a Master of Business & Administra tion student of the Univenity of Nairobi. 

He/she is required to submit as part . of his/her coursework assessment a 

research project report on some management problem. We would like the 

students to do their projects on real problems affecting firms in Kenya . We would, 

therefore. appreciate if you assist him/her by allowing him/her to collect data in 

your organization for the research. 

MO/ek 
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. ppend· Ill: Questionnaire 

ection I 

I ) N arne of upermarket.. ........................................................... ....... . 

2) Year of stabli hment.. ..... .. ...... ...................... ............................... . 

'"')How many branches of upermarkets do you ha e in Nairobi? Pl as tick one 

ne Two More than two 

D D D 
4 How would you classify the owner hip of your institution Tick as appropriate) 

1. Foreign Owned D 
n. Locally Owned D 

111 . Joint Foreign and Locally Owned D 
5 Position of respondent.. .. ... .............. .. ... ..... ................. ........ . ...... ... .. . 

6 Which of the following tatements do you associate with Relationship 

Marketing. 

tick as appropriate) 

a). Establishing, maintaining and enhancing mutualJy beneficial relationships D 
with customers suppliers and distributors. 

b) Building long-term satisfying relations with key customers suppliers and 

distributors. 

c) Profitability. 

D 
D 

d) Meeting the objectives of all the partie involv d in the relationship 0 
b mutual exchange and fulfilment of promises. 
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7) What proportion of your customer base do u haver lation hip with? 

i) Retail customers .. .. ....................... . 

n Corporate cu tom r ............................. . 

On average how long does it take for a relationship to 

de elop? ... .. . ... ...................... . 

9) What percentage of your budg t do you allocate to building and maintaining 

r lationsrups? 

ection n 
Attitudes towards Relationship Marketing 

Relation hip marketing 

( ick as appropriate) 

Agree Agree 

Strongly 

5 4 

F cuses on customer retention [ ] [ ] 

Focuses on product benefits [ ] ] 

Has a long-term focus [ ] [ ] 

mphasises high customer service [ ] [ ] 

85 

Neither Disagree Disagree 

agree nor strongly 

disagree 

3 2 1 

[ ] [ ] [ ] 

[ ] r J [ ] 

[ ] [ ] [ ] 

[ ] [ ] [ ] 



( mphasi h1gh custom r commitrn nt [ ] [ ] 

In ol e high customer contact [ ] [ ] 

Emphasises quality as the concern of all [ ] [ ] 

II) Tick as appropriate 

a) Relationships generally co t 

More than they are worth 

b We hould try forming 

[ ] 

Relationships with every customer [ ] 

c) A true relationship is not really 

po sible between a supermarket 

and a customer 

d) A r lationship is ju t another 

tenn for personalized selling 

e If we had the option to do it 

again we would still form the 

relationships that we have with 

our cu tomers 

f) Relation hips help us gain 

comp titive advantage 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 
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[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] 

[ ] [ ] [ 

[ ] [ J [ ] 

[ ] [ ] ] 

[ ] [ ] ] 

[ ] [ ] [ ] 

[ ] [ ] [ ] 

[ ] [ ] [ J 

[ ] [ ] [ ] 

[ ] [ ] [ ] 



12) Ti k appropriat 

Increa e 

ignificantly 

5 

What are your future 

intentions on the number [ ] 

o relation hip formed 

o er the next five years 

What are your future 

In tentions on the amounts [ ] 

Invested in relationship 

Incr as N ither D cr as 

4 

[ ] 

[ ] 
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mer ase 

Nor 

Decrease 

3 

] 

[ ] 

2 

[ ] 

[ ] 

ecreas 

signific

-antly 

[ ] 

[ ] 



. ection Ill 

he Practice of Relation hip Marketing 

Y NO 

I "') Ar your customers grouped according to their need ? D D 
14 Are your custom rs grouped according to their profitability? 0 0 
1 5) Do you offer any price incentives or rewards to regular customers? 

D D 
16) Do you maintain a database of your customers? D D 
17) Do you have a customer complaint procedure? D D 
18) Do you have a customer feedback commurucation system? 0 D 
19) Do you offer any after sales support to customers? D D 
20 Do you interact with you regular customers at a personal level? 

D D 
21 Do you communicate regularly with your regular customers? D D 
If o how? 

22 Do you give preferential treatment/personalized ervice to 

ur regular customers? 

If o please specify 

23) Do you have a relationship-building program? 

lf o, please pecify. 
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\pp odix IV: A list of supermarkets in airobi 

I Uchumi 
2 Nakumall 
3 Tusker Maltresses 
4 Ukwala 
5 Select n'Pay 
6 Mesora 
7 Jack and Jill 
8. fairlane 
9. Safeways 
I 0. Chandarana 
II . Magic 
12. Mega Markel 
I 3. fairdeal 
I 4. City Mattresses 
I 5.1Metro Cash and 

Carry 
16. Sheela 
17. Woolworth 
18. Ebrahirns 
19. Rikana 
20. Tristar 
21 . Mumsies 
22 . Lucky Star 
23 . Country Mattresses 
24 . Baranuki 
25 . Pepon i roccers 
26. Stella 
27. Muthaiga 
28 . Snatish 
29 Gigiri 
30. Starehe 
31 . Schilada 
32. Nova 
33. New Westlands 
34. eepak Cash and 

Carry 
35. Queensway 
36. Continental 
37. Karen 
38. Spring Valley 
39. Westlands General 

Stores 
40. Super Value 
41 . picy Spice 
42 Ongata Rongai 

43. Umoja Mini 
44 . Maridadi 
45. ·astleigh mattresses 
46. Muthaite 
47. Roysambu Grocers 
48. MlTO 
49. Mount Kenya 

sundries 
50. Budget 
51 . South C 
52. Tesco 
53. Tirana Tolleys and 

Baskets 
54. J JAKs 
55 . fair Price 
56. Harry's 
57. Salis ury 
58. Shopping P 
59. Paradise 
60. Mega & Mecca 
61. Ngara 
62. Mis Whole Store 
63. Midas Touch 
64. Trichem 
65. Seven Eleven 
66. Lucky Shop 
67. Bist Provision Store 
68. Lucky and Son's 
69. Continental 
70. Rose Collection 
71 . Mathare 
72. flora petty 
73. Kieni 
74. Cenlalite 
75. The Good Earth 
76. African Grocers 
77. Uchuzi 
78. Alliance 
79. Sheere 
80. Robert Ondieki 
8 I . Dry House Holdings 
82. New Rieken 

Shopper 
83. Rajesh Gloria 
84. Well Brand 
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85 Market Ways ~ 
86. Ngara Roau 

7. ilmn Rah1si 
88 Mwiki 
9 fransa 

90 atelvey 
9 I. Rafaels 
92. Hollifield 
93. Jojan 
94. hccji 
95 Victory 
96. Vantage 
97. Stella 
98 J\mil and ryesh 
99 eska 
I OO.Green foresl 
I 0 I .Don holm Star Sho1 
I 02. While Star 
103. Jazeer 
I 04. Kilimani rocers 
J 05. ~ tipa 

106. Kirnani 
I 07. Woodley rocers 
I 08. R se Jarn 
I J6.K & A 
I I 7. Gulabchanl 
I I 8. Goodfar Stores 
119. Ronnys 
120. Green Spot 
121 . Porarim 
122. Tihana 
123.Susu 
124.Kamidi 
125. Ridgeways 
126. Umoja 
127. Sunrise 
128. George 
129. Juja Road 
130. Pangani 
131 . Sikendo Grocers 
I 32. Baobab Mini 
133. P & Shah 
134. Mumbi 
I 35. fontana 
136. Fairose 



137. Chemusia 
138. Kenlan 
139. Decoy's Discounl 
I 0. Tricor 
14 1 Pop-in 
142. Joss 
143. Hurlingham Grocers 
144. Calenderrniam 
145. Sippys 
146. Versani 
147. furaha 
148. Save More 

. 149. Shafl us 
150. A & D 
I 5 I. Qu ick Pick 
151. Vijiko 
I 53 . Susy 
154. Faine Fayne 
155. Corner 
l 56. Acacia 
157. Borno 
158. Choices 
159.Supra 
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160. Nafron1 
J 6 1. Jeska 
162. Alfany 
163'. Marta 
164. J\ngelas 
165. Beller price 
166. Broadway 
167. Evergreen 
168. Keinani 
170. Frankaal 
171. Bashi 
172. Toyo 
173. African grocers 
I 74. Super Value 
175. Macson 
176. Slar supermarkets 
177. New Wesllands Stores 
178. Foodies 
179. Parklands Pricele Lld 
180. Njonde 


